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It is positively noted that the underlying
spirit of most of these points is already
Promoting access and a connection to nature
captured by the Wellbeing First Vision. It is
Resilience and self-sufficiency, in terms of water, food, energy
that
working
towards
Reducing economic inequality, which is a root cause of many social, economic agreed
environmental wellbeing will result in
and environmental problems.
Fostering independence in children and teenagers: children being able to play additional benefits such as fostering
outside alone, teenagers able to move around independently (by bus, bicycle, e- independence in the younger generation.
scooter).
Investing in greenery in cities and towns, to combat the urban heat island effect,
contribute positively to public space and mental health.
Ensure that public space remains accessible to all (rather than privatisation of
land and foreshore)
Preserve and celebrate local products, customs, architecture
Prioritise a better life-work balance (reduced working hours, flexible working
times, family-friendly measures)
Plan for a transport system that puts people first, planning first for people on
foot, on bicycles, with push chairs or wheelchairs, for mass-transit, and not only
for ‘traffic flow’ for private vehicles; the least efficient mode of transport in an
urban context.

1

The consultation questions asked during this public consultation were as follows:
Q1. What, besides that which is already mentioned in the Vision document, would you equate with ‘Wellbeing’?
Q2. What actions should the National Strategy for the Environment prioritise till 2050 to see Malta achieve a Wellbeing Vision that propels us to measure progress ‘beyond
GDP’?
Q3. Who do you envisage is an essential stakeholder to contribute to achieving this Wellbeing 2050 Vision?
Q4. Can you suggest ways in which you can make a difference, or aspects which will positively influence your behaviour to support achieving this Wellbeing Vision for 2050?
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Q2.





Work actively towards becoming carbon neutral by 2050.
Adopting additional indicators to measure the state of the society and economy,
such as a happiness index, sense of wellbeing, and monitoring values of indicators
of environmental performance, related to air and water quality, energy, natural
capital, green infrastructure, greenhouse gas emissions, biodiversity, etc.
Change decision-making processes, tendering procedures and project appraisals
from simplistic cost-benefit analyses to more holistic multi-criteria analyses.

Q3.



Q4.




Children, teenagers, youth. They will live longest in this future legacy, but have
the least opportunity to make their voice and priorities heard.
Environmental NGOs, such as Friends of the Earth Malta
Citizens organisations and Local Councils (association)

The Wellbeing First vision contemplates
striving towards carbon neutrality by 2050.
Further work on the NSE is considering the
development of multi-faceted indicators,
inclusive of social and economic indicators,
to support the transition to Wellbeing First.
A robust link between the NSE and
reporting on the State of the Environment
will also be developed. In this regard,
points 2 and 3 are being noted for further
consideration in the development of the
NSE.
ERA will continue to collaborate with these
entities during the development of the NSE
and its action plans.

Contributions are noted; the Wellbeing First
What I expect from the government is a commitment to more serious vision is seeking to achieve this through a
environmental policy. Not just empty words or attractive policy documents, but holistic policy framework and joined up
real change to the planning system, the energy system, the transport system. government, also in collaboration with other
relevant stakeholders.
More enforcement, maintenance. Sensitivity to local context.
Many people, myself included, have become aware of the actions they can take
in their daily lives to reduce their impact on the environment, such as following a
vegetarian diet, cycling to work, reducing plastic use, etc. Although of course
these are important and impactful choices, they mean very little on a global scale
if we do not also push for systemic change at a national and international level to
our economic system.
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2

Dr Ryan Mifsud
Fortress Alliance
Group
21/07/2020

Some additional comments:
 Investigate the energy system, in terms of (hidden) subsidies for fossil fuels,
corruption concerns with energy deals (Electrogas). Create a transition strategy
for becoming more self-sufficient in terms of energy, how to shift as fast as
possible to renewable energy. This can start from the government first, e.g.
government buildings, schools, public housing (retrofitting and renovation),
shifting government vehicle stock to electric.
 With respect to the section on transport policy, apart from a need for ‘carrots’
(e.g. in the Vision: “Diversification of affordable transport methods, with
adequate infrastructure and best available technology provides reliable and
cleaner alternatives”), there is also need for ‘sticks’ to rein in the excessive
freedom and priority given to the private car (free parking, illegal parking,
majority of public space dedicated to car, old car stock).
 While obesity and other lifestyle diseases are mentioned in the document, there
is no link made with daily physical activity. There is strong evidence that more
attractive and better connected public spaces, green infrastructure and increased
allocated road space for active travel can contribute to more active lifestyles, with
as a result a reduction in obesity and other lifestyle diseases.
 While in the consultation document the current economic state is presented as
one of stability, the situation has changed rapidly as a result of COVID-19 and
there is now a forecast economic crisis. How can we make sure the recovery plans
and funds are ‘green’ and used to also address other current and impending
crises, e.g. climate change, biodiversity loss, etc.?
Proposed – Wellbeing & Wellbeing/Nature Bonds
Malta can be at the forefront in the development, putting into practice sustainable
environment concepts as it has done in many other areas such as finance and gaming.
With all the development going on in Malta it is now an opportune time to initiate some
Framework that can assist with protecting, safeguarding and revitalising our environment
whilst meeting up the EU directives.
It is proposed that 3 or more types of Wellbeing & Natural Bonds are set up, these may
include;
 DP Wellbeing & Wellbeing/Nature Bonds – in Support of Environmental Building
Development Projects

Comments are noted. The NSE aims for the
Government to lead by example whenever
possible. The changes presented with the
pandemic are being assessed, and
opportunities for pursuing the Wellbeing
First Vision recognised.

Directing financial and capital flows to
green investments is an aspect that has
emerged through the consultation process
supporting the development of the NSE
Wellbeing First Vision, and this is in line
with EC commitments established in the
European Green Deal for the development
of an EU Green Bond Standard. Green
investment is a tool with recognised
potential, and ERA will continue to
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GB Wellbeing & Wellbeing/Nature Bonds – in support of government assists
IB Wellbeing & Wellbeing/Nature Bonds – In support of Government
Investments in Environmental Projects that will give a return.
Wellbeing & Wellbeing/Nature Bonds are regarded by supporters as a potentially efficient
instrument of environmental risk control, particularly in cases of hard uncertainty and also
when other forms of insurance are not available or are failing.

collaborate with key stakeholders during
the development of the NSE and its action
plans, in order to understand and explore
the potentials of realising this in a national
context.

a. DP Wellbeing & Wellbeing/Nature Bonds
This Nature Bond will operate within the DEVELOPMENT PLANNING area and be managed
by Environment (Ambjent) Malta Authority and the Malta Central Bank. The
Wellbeing/Nature Bonds will replace the Development Planning Fees from MEPA by
creating new legislation.
The concept is simple and uncomplicated; this will take place before development stages
by individuals, companies, municipalities, local councils and government (as none should
be excluded) of any building; an assessment will be conducted by ENVIRONMENT
BUILDING STANDARD AUTHORITY to identify environmental considerations that can be
installed or used on the premises that would reduce the impact on the environment by
the development.
This would include reusable materials, renewable utilities (solar/wind or other modern
technologies) insulation (walls, windows, doors and other energy wasters), Waste
Management, +AAA Electrical Appliances, paints and varnishes, textile, furnishings, floor
coverings, associated adhesives, sealants, and fit-out materials that are environmental
friendly and so on. The total sum of money that will constitute for the above mentioned
list, will be required to be deposited with the authority and in turn the government will
issue a Nature Bond through central bank for the sum deposited.
The developer will then be given a stipulated amount of years (example 5 years) to
implement the Environmental products. The Nature Bond may be deposited with the
personal bank and the developer may purchase against this bond the products that are
environmental friendly. Any interest incurred by the bank will be paid back in Tax
incentives.
This will provide a monetary incentive to tackle prominent social issues such as climate
change and a movement to renewable sources of energy. Once these items are installed
or put into the development, the Nature Bond can be cashed in against invoices,
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assessment and inspection from ENVIRONMENT BUILDING STANDARD AUTHORITY
(Maybe an arm of Environment (Ambjent) Malta Authority).
In the meantime, the government will invest the bonds, while in his possession into
profitable projects preferably in environment related, where interest may be earned.
If these requirements and specifications are not installed in the development in the time
stated or stipulated the difference and interest earned are contributed to Environment
(Ambjent) Malta Authority’s budget which in turn will be devoted to MALTA’S
SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENT DEVELOPMENT GOALS.
Initially, until this will start to render income due to the time given to the developer to
install the environmental friendly items, the Government will subsidise and put aside a
budget toward Malta’s Sustainable Environment Development Goals
b. GB Wellbeing & Wellbeing/Nature Bonds
These Wellbeing/Nature Bonds will be designed for Government properties that are sublet or leased which include but are not limited to; Industrial complexes, factories, and
leased assets that are still required to meet with the EU 2020/50 Building standards.
This Nature Bond will work in a similar but less complex way then the latter. In the same
way this would include an inspection by the ENVIRONMENT BUILDING STANDARD
AUTHORITY and a list of modifications and requirements would be made. The total sum
of moneys that constitute the changes will be evaluated dependent on the use and areas
of improvement; ENVIRONMENT (AMBJENT) MALTA AUTHORITY will work out a
percentage be required to be deposited with the authority by the tenant and the
government will finance the rest. In the same way the government will issue a Nature
Bond through central bank for the sum deposited.
The tenant will then be given a stipulated amount of years (example 5 years) to
implement the Environmental products. The Nature Bond may be deposited with the
personal bank and the developer may purchase against bond the products that are
environmental friendly. Any interest incurred by the bank will be paid back in Tax
incentives.
Once these items are installed or implemented into the property, the Nature Bond can be
cashed in against invoices and an assessment and inspection from ENVIRONMENT
BUILDING STANDARD AUTHORITY (Maybe an arm of Environment (Ambjent) Malta
Authority).
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c. IB Wellbeing & Wellbeing/Nature Bonds
These Wellbeing/Nature Bonds will be issued by the Malta Government to get investors
interested in a fixed income investment, in which, an investor will fund for a defined
period of time, at a variable or fixed interest rate depending on the project. These bonds
will be used to raise money and finance a variety of environmental projects and activities
such as Land Reclamation / Carbon Capture Island or alternative hydrogen production
processes. The carbon content of the natural gas, which would in time render significant
returns, will go back to the investor in dividend and the rest to ENVIRONMENT (AMBJENT)
MALTA AUTHORITY for other new sustainable environmental projects.
Mapping of the DP Nature Bond Framework
The framework is aimed at professionals that play a critical role in the development of
building projects. It will be designed on the EU guidelines to provide a common language
of sustainability performance assessment for use by the following project actors:
 Property owners, developers, government and investors.
 Architects
 Design teams (including engineers and quantity surveyors).
 Project Managers
 Construction and demolition management (including construction managers and
lead contractors).
 Property agents and valuators.
 Asset and facility managers.
 Public and private organisations that will occupy the buildings assessed.
These actors include both public and private entities and managers of building projects.
Throughout the framework, guidance notes will be provided which are orientated
towards these six different target areas.
The framework will ensure that it consists of six macro-objectives. These will set goals for
the contribution of buildings, meeting with EU environmental, health and comfort, cost,
value and risk objectives.
Based on these goals, building specific indicators will be developed. In this way, users can
be sure that by using the framework, schemes or tools that are aligned with the EU
framework, they are contributing to meeting these goals:
1. Greenhouse gas emissions along a building lifecycle
2. Resource efficient and circular material lifecycles
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3. Efficient use of water resources
4. Healthy and comfortable spaces including insulation, heating and airconditioning
5. Adaptation and resilience to climate change
6. Optimised lifecycle cost and value Including waste management
The Nature Bond Framework project will be split up into implementation phases to be
more manageable.
Stage 1.
Phase 1: Set up the structure for Environment Building Standard Authority
Phase 2: Set up Environment Building Standard code mainly based on EU standards
Phase 3: Annalise and draw up legislation – prepare processes and procedures
Phase 4: Get buy in and approval by parliament
Phase 5: Get funding required
Phase 6: Negotiate with financial institutions mechanisms
Phase 7: Train and Educate Public Servants’ and the public – Distribute and publicise on
social media
Phase 8: Create Preferred Environment friendly suppliers list
Phase 9: Deployment of framework
Phase 10: Follow-up on next stage – built property
Environment Building Standard Authority
A standard is a set of guidelines and criteria against which a product can be judged.
Common standards related to building practices are created through consensus
processes by organizations such as ANSI, ASTM, or ASHRAE. Supporting the governance
of standards and certifications is the International Standards Organization (ISO), which
defines and develops worldwide standards that frequently become law or form the basis
of industry norms. ISO defines a standard as: "a document, established by consensus,
approved by a recognized body that provides for common and repeated use as rules,
guidelines, or characteristics for activities or their results."
An organisation (similar to the one that was called CIMU) will be set up and made up of a
number of qualified technical staff that will produce and work on the framework. Some
of these experts will be enlisted from the EU to ensure full compliance.
This will be made up of:
● Lawyers
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● Electrical Engineer
● Project Manager
● Architects
● Renewable energy Specialist
● Building Specialist
● Designers
● Business Analysts
● ISO specialist
● Administration
The authority will have a number of roles and will ensure compliance.
Green Codes
The authority will develop Green building codes built on ISO, and EU standards. Codes will
predominantly come in two basic formats: prescriptive and performance, with outcomebased becoming a developing third option. A Prescriptive path is a fast, definitive, and
conservative approach to code compliance. Materials and equipment must meet a certain
level of stringency, which are quantified in tables. Energy Performance-based codes are
designed to achieve particular results, rather than meeting prescribed requirements for
individual building components. Outcome based codes for example, establish a target
energy use level and provide for measurement and reporting of energy use to assure that
the completed building performs at the established level.
Eco certification
Environment Building Standard Authority will be the certification body - There are a wide
range of economic and environmental benefits to sustainable design, often achieved
through the use of standards, rating and certification systems. According to a study of
LEED certified buildings, the USGBC has found that energy, carbon, water and waste can
be reduced, resulting in savings of 30 to 97% respectively. Operating costs of green
buildings can also be reduced by 8-9% while increasing in value up to 7.5%. Many
sustainable buildings have also seen increases of up to 6.6% on return on investment,
3.5% increases in occupancy, and rent increases of 3%. Other benefits of green buildings,
such as higher productivity and increased occupant health, have been attributed to better
indoor environmental quality, increases in natural day lighting and healthier materials and
products within green buildings.
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Eco Star Awards
Environment Building Standard Authority will award Stars based on Environment
standards and create a seal of excellence.

Sustainable Environment Development Goals
Wellbeing/Nature Bonds provide an opportunity to invest in environmental and
sustainable solutions through a triple-A security that supports state and private sector
environmental businesses in the countries of operations. The proceeds from the bonds
are directed towards the MALTA’s environmental projects through legal definitions
contained in the bond documentation.
The Malta’s Environmental and Sustainability will be managed by AMBJENT MALTA and
will establish the underlying criteria for projects to be designated as part of the Nature
Project Portfolio that will be funded by the Wellbeing/Nature Bonds. The Environmental
and Sustainability Department within AMBJENT MALTA will specialise in reviewing
committed projects to establish those projects that are consistent with the criteria
established for the Nature Project Portfolio. Only projects in respect of which the entire
or substantially the entire amounts disbursed are directed at environmental goals will be
included.
Examples of projects in the Nature Project Portfolio could include, without limitation,
financing of:
Renewable energy projects, such as
 Cultivating and restoring Malta’s valleys
 Photovoltaic installations, and production of photovoltaic cells/modules,
 Installation of wind turbines in the remote areas land and sea,
 Construction of mini-hydro cascades,
 Geothermal and biomass facilities
 Rehabilitation of transmission/distribution facilities to reduce total greenhouse
gas ("GHG") emissions
 Modernisation of industrial installations to reduce total GHG emissions
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New technologies that result in significant reductions in total GHG emissions, e.g.
smart distribution networks
Greater efficiency in mass transportation, such as investment in fuel efficiency
(fleet replacement) or more energy efficient infrastructure
Methane capture on waste landfills and waste water treatment plants
Rehabilitation of municipal water/waste water infrastructure to improve drinking
water quality and wastewater treatment and reduce water consumption and
waste water discharges
Improvements to solid waste management (minimisation, collection, recovery,
treatment, recycling, storage and disposal)
Energy efficiency investments in existing buildings (insulation, lighting,
heating/cooling systems)
Investments to improve efficiency of industrial water use
Sustainable and stress-resilient agriculture, including investments in waterefficient irrigation
Sustainable forest management, reforestation, watershed management, and the
prevention of deforestation and soil erosion.
Land Reclamation / Carbon Capture Island

The selection of both the type of project and the choice of technology is important.
Generally, projects that reduce the carbon intensity of the sector contribute to
sustainable transport, with electric transport (tram, trolley, light rail transit and metro)
being prime examples. Dense urban cities that favour walking and cycling also rank highly.
Finally, when public transport is well planned with gender aspects in mind (e.g., with welllit, secure streets, stations and vehicles), this type of investment can contribute to further
promoting services that allow women, who typically make up the majority of users, to use
public transport to a greater degree.
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Implementation Pros And Cons
Pros
 Improved Public Image
 EU compliance
 Improved Environment Management Efficiency
 Create a sustainable Environment
 Secure the highest standards ever on Environment
 Improve people's health holistically
 Nationwide pure & healthier agriculture produce practice
 Healthier and Cleaner Air
 Partnership with Healthier Circular Economy Standards Schemes with all
stakeholders.
 EU Funding
 Brighter working living for future generation
Cons
 Time consuming
 Opposition to change
 Costly
 Lots of politics, and promotions required for buy-in
 EU Funding may take time and complicated
 Bank buy-in
Opportunity Knocking
The opportunity is here and now, when property development is booming! It is time that
Malta took steps to a greener safe working and living environment for its citizens.
It is very clear in practical terms, as to what Ambjent Malta can do with the Nature Bond
revenues. The State already expressed to Ambjent Malta that she is specifically
responsible for Valleys and other areas. It is now in a position to move to the next step.
With the Wellbeing & Nature Bond, Ambjent Malta , can schedule better the State
Vehicles to Partnership with its Agencies, Authorities and the private sector to more
simply and hands on aligned successful with challenge to obtain the EU 2020/50 Funding
Programs.
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3

Martin Bugeja
23/07/2020

Government Commitment
Malta Government has come a long way on environment, but more needs to be done.
The State needs to step up and make a commitment by financing a direct percentage
on its total Yearly Budget to Ambjent Malta and the Wellbeing & Nature Bond
initiatives.
It is guaranteed that the wellbeing & Nature Bond will generate the right approach
and sensibly utilize the finances provided to direct for holistic healthier nature
environmental projects.
Ah! The beauty of well - written words and laws! But they are simply writ in water if not
met with deeds.
We all know what to do and by "all" I don't just mean the Red or Blue government but
each and every one of us. But how much is being actually done, by each and every one of
us? It is not always the government's fault or that of the local council. For instance, just
imagine if everyone on the island of Malta and Gozo disposed of one's litter in a
responsible manner.........dream on Martin! But then again, the litter bins and skips are
often left to overflow and only the saints amongst us have it within themselves to take
their litter home with them.
It is good to see all these trees being planted but the powers-that-be do not think
twice about uprooting the mature ones if they are getting in the way of a new road
meant to reduce the amount of swearing emanating from the mouth of drivers caught
in traffic jams. Yes! I too am one of these swearers and I really would like to replace
my ordinary car with a four-door electric one. But the latter are simply too expensive
for my wallet. My motorbike provides a bit of balm for my conscience at least.
It is too late to do anything about the concrete jungle surrounding us. But it is still not
too late to stop the rot. Our well-written laws need to be enforced to the letter to
make the land speculators understand once and for all that Malta and Gozo belong to
us all and not just their avarice. And then maybe the miniscule number of square
kilometres of countryside may be left unscathed.

The NSE shall continue to seek positive
behavioural changes among citizens, and
ways in which to support this.

Implementation of sustainable transport
policy and a modal shift are integral to the
Wellbeing First Vision.

The Wellbeing First Vision recognises the
needed shift to land use efficiency.
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Wellbeing? For many a human being, the feeling of wellbeing is directly proportional
to the amount of money in one's bank account or the number of times one worships
at the altar of the Euro. If you were to start to talk to him or her about health, physical
and psychological, spending quality time with the children and partner/spouse and
eschewing the purveyor of Fast Food for a home-cooked meal.................what are the
chances do you think of seeing a blank look on his or her face?

4

Mark Cassar
24/07/2020

Label me a pessimist for believing that we've already lost the battle, including the
global one against climate change, but so be it. I admit that I'm one of the culprits
although my wife and I did purchase our solar water heater 25 years ago, refuse to
operate our car's air conditioning system in summer, make use of the electric fan
rather than have an ACU in every room and make every effort humanly possible to
save water - and that includes filling up a bucket of water whenever the car needs
washing. We sort out our garbage for recycling almost religiously but is ERA doing the
same? We also try not to patronise the low-cost airlines.
If you listen to the environmental NGOs MORE you won't go wrong. And a holistic
approach must be taken on board.
The natural environment is linked to everything. Air quality, the groundwater in the
aquifers and it's quality which in turn is used to irrigate the food we consume for
example. It's a cycle. Any one factor affects all.
Human health (physical and mental) and the food supply chain is dependent on the
natural environment.

The development of the Wellbeing First
Vision is based on a wide stakeholder
consultation process that established
economic growth and citizen choices as
critical drivers in shaping Malta’s
environment up to 2050. These drivers
framed the scenario building exercise that
followed, presenting the Wellbeing First
scenario as one of four emerging scenarios.
The consultation process that followed
(MCDA and citizen survey) established the
consensual choice of a vision that looks
‘beyond GDP’, that recognises the need for
behavioural change and integrated
government policy.
The NSE shall be seeking to enable positive
behavioural changes among citizens and
enable government to lead by example.

The Vision recognises adoption of a holistic
policy framework as one of its pillars, to
support the horizontal and cyclical nature
of environmental issues. Furthermore, ERA
shall be continuing to collaborate with NGOs
during the development of the NSE and its
action plans.
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5

Edward Xuereb
MCCAA Technical
Regulations
Division

6

28/07/2020
Dr Michael
Briguglio
28/07/2020

The economy must have the safeguarding of the natural environment factored into
it. The natural stock of flora and fauna and green areas and agricultural land must be
given a VALUE and not simply given away as if they are worth nothing or next to
nothing UNTIL it is developed and concreted over. That abandonment of nature is
nonsensical as it will come back to haunt humanity.
If we are to leave something of real value to future generations this re-evaluation of
the economy must be done now. There is not much time left and some scientists think
it may already be too late in terms of climate change and the 2 centigrade global
temperature increase.
Please note that the Technical Regulations Division of MCCAA has no objections and
supports your proposal. Our measures outlined in the NAP support the safeguarding
and sustainable use of plant protection products towards the wellbeing of
stakeholders and the environment. Moreover, the outlined principles are in line with
the objectives of the current EU legislation, such as that on Ecodesign and Energy
Labelling.

ERA recognises that the national
environmental management framework
merits the development of a structure that
establishes and asserts the value of
national environmental assets.

The process to have a national strategy for Malta's environment is welcome in
principle. In this regard, I would like to propose that both the articulation of the
strategy as well as its implementation, employ the respective processes of Social
Impact Assessments (SIA), in accordance with international standards for example
those set by the International Association for Impact Assessment, which is accessible
from this link (link provided).

Consideration submitted is noted. The NSE
Wellbeing
Vision
recognises
the
importance of synchronising economic,
social, and environmental efforts. The
method or tools used to achieve this aim
will be adequately adopted in recognition
of the circumstance.

Comments noted. ERA shall continue to
collaborate with key stakeholders.

In this regard, please refer to my correspondence dated 31 May 2019 to the PA
regarding SIAs. To date, I have not been informed of any policy update in this regard.
A copy of my correspondence can be obtained from this link (link provided).
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7

Fabien Efaty
06/08/2020

8

Hayley Vella
06/08/2020

Nice to see there is a consultation about the topic.
Sending
Here is a list of things that could contribute to the environment and to a better
future for us and Malta:
- Space on roof unexploited => incentivize people to exploit their roofs. ‘Green
vouchers’ to buy plants/trees. On public building, it should be done
automatically. Contribute to cleaner air and plants/flowers embellish the view.
- Give the cities back to pedestrians, in Sliema for example, we can barely walk on
pavements, 90% of the space on the road is dedicated to cars. Make more Street
car free, it has been proven people are happier when implemented. People need
to walk more, it’s also good for health. Unfortunately car has become the first
option.
- Waste system: The system where everyone deposit his own bin in front of their
building simply doesn’t work. We should have big container for glass/organic,
etc… Use one or two parking spots per street to put these containers. Waste
collection will save time, instead of stopping at every building.
- Build a network for bikes: having a few cycling lanes spread out is pointless. Will
lead to more people using bicycles and reduce traffic.
- Noise pollution, restrict car honking for only situation of danger. The amount of
people who honk the car when the street is empty is annoying. Noise is also a
pollution.
- Littering streets or sea: Zero tolerance, more education on the topic. From
cigarette buds to bigger waste. Streets are dirty but also some more remote
places.
My name is Hayley Vella, and I'll like to first say that your research and effort to make
Malta a greener and healthier place is appreciated, thank you.
I'd like to run my views by you, just in case I have some ideas that you haven't come
across yet.
Firstly, I think it's important to acknowledge that most of our pollution comes from
Co2 in the atmosphere, which comes from car emissions, factory emissions,
household emissions, the tourism sector, etc. To combat this, I believe we have two
solutions.

ERA positively notes that the underlying
spirit of these points is captured by the
Wellbeing First Vision. The Wellbeing First
Vision has been amended to also address
noise pollution.
Furthermore, it is to be noted that the
objectives and actions of the NSE, through
which the Vision will be achieved and on
which currently ERA is working, will detail
what needs to be done to transition to
these goals.

The Wellbeing First Vision seeks to strive
towards carbon neutrality by 2050, including
through the implementation of a more
sustainable transport policy and a shift away
from private vehicles.
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Firstly, we must reduce our emissions and secondly we must remove the pollution
already in the air. To reduce emissions, I'd like to heavy suggest the public transport.
Malta is densely populated country, with more cars being put on the road each day.
Speaking for myself, I feel deterred from using the public transport because it is
unreliable and certain rural routes are infrequent. If you would improve on this, I
guarantee that more people will be more trusting of the bus system. I think this is a
more effective solution that road widening.
Secondly, we must conserve and INCREASE our green areas. House construction and
road widening are decreasing our greenery and diversity significantly. There are a
good number of people who suffer breathing problems or even mental problems all
because of a lack of nature parks and green spaces. Trees can act as a more powerful
relief that one might think.
Now, I propose that for reduce emissions, we could invest in renewables. It might
seem obvious but I don't believe we Maltese are invested enough in them. We are
lacking when it comes to offshore wind energy and we are behind when it comes to
solar energy. This starts from the government and how many subsidies it gives out to
promote renewable energy. We the general public must feel that investing in
renewables is more financially favourable to us that continuing to use coal or gas.
Otherwise, renewables will not take off.
Also, I'd like to ask if you could seriously consider a planting goal per year, of how
many new trees will be planted per year. Trees take away our Co2 and give us good
air to breathe. They are all we need to clean up our filthy air. We need healthy air to
be healthy. Trees will give us that. And some trees don't even take up that much space
to give us what we need.
One more issue I'd like to tackle is plastic pollution. With Malta being an island I
understand that our economy is heavily dependent on tourism to succeed. And if we
were to boil down our touristic product to the main things, it would come down to
the beaches mostly. Tourists come from cold and landlocked countries for our sun
and sea. If our seas are polluted, not only will be have polluted water to drink but our
touristic product will become much less favourable and our economy would crash.
Cleaning our oceans must not be overlooked.
Plastic can be reduced by many means. One method I suggest and one that I am very
excited about is bulk bins in supermarkets. If the government were to push for these,

The Wellbeing First vision seeks to increase
the integration of nature in urban areas and
providing access to natural areas, and
striving towards carbon neutrality by 2050.

The Wellbeing First vision seeks to move
towards a circular economy, thus reducing
the amount of waste generated and
maximising the use of material that was
previously thought of as waste
Furthermore, it is to be noted that the
objectives and actions of the NSE, through
which the Vision will be achieved and on
which currently ERA is working, will detail
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Desirée Falzon
09/08/2020

we would have a very large portion of our plastic rubbish solved. Supermarkets are
huge producers of plastic waste. Everything has packaging nowadays. But what of that
packaging could be avoided. Storing foods like nuts, seeds, bread, vegetables, pasta,
eggs, jams, cheeses, flour, and others in bulk bins would mean that customers would
have to get their won reusable containers to bring food back home with them. I think
this idea would solve a lot of our plastic problem. Please consider it.
I hope you consider my suggestions. I am very passionate about our Maltese natural
landscape. Right now, it is stuggling and I'd love to see it thrive.
Thanks very much for you time!
Q1: Yes I agree, though the term 'environmental prosperity' is rather vague. I would
specify ‘ habitat and indigenous species biodiversity and overall environmental
wellbeing’ because biodiversity is always an indicator of environmental wellbeing.

what needs to be done to transition to
these goals.

Q3: I will restrict my comment to one aspect related to the following extract
from Vision for Wellbeing first: An accompanying behavioural change in cultural
mindsets of all strata of society is also required to enable a shift towards such
balance. In accordance with aligning the visions across government sectors, I would
like to place emphasis on the education sector: our primary schools are the places
where all children spend a major part of their lives, At this age of values-fomation it
is crucial that our children are connected with nature on a regular basis. The only way
to do this is to carry out nature based learning on school grounds. Our schools are
very poorly equipped for this and increasingly badly designed with respect to exposing
children to nature. Hence, I consider it crucial that connecting children with nature
through schools through schools that provide nature experience is a crucial tool in the
paradigm shift towards a wellbeing first mindset.
Q4. ‘sustainable quality of life’ is a vague term and could mean different things to
different people or nothing at all; I would rather include the theme ‘beyond GDP’ in
defining quality of life as related to the Prosperity Index, which must be changed to
include environmental wellbeing. When the country’s natural habitats, biodiversity,
green infrastructure and environmental health are included as a measure of quality
of life the ‘sustainable quality of life’ has a real definition in policy.

Comment noted and will be considered in
the development of the NSE and its action
plans. Citizen choices knows its roots in all
instances of education. The NSE Wellbeing
Vision is rooted in moving beyond GDP in a
holistic policy framework that seeks
environmental sentient economic activity,
grounded in the needed behavioural
change.

The NSE Wellbeing Vision recognises
natural heritage and assets as an integral
part of the environmental prosperity
complex.

Comment is being noted, and is in spirit of
the NSE Wellbeing Vision.
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10

Joseph Incorvaja
10/08/2020

a. changing economic policy towards a holistic alignment of environmental and
economic policy and establishing quality of the environment as an equally
important indicator of prosperity.
b. increasing Malta’s indigenous species and habitat biodiversity, improving air
quality and freshwater catchment.
c. changing urban development to green infrastructural vision and
implementation.
d. increasing capacity and political will in environmental legislation and
enforcement.
e. reducing carbon emissions
My suggestion is to clean Malta and starting from the very environment we live in as
a matter of urgency. This means, the streets, the central strips between lanes, all the
lanes and kerbs of major roads are filled with all kinds of man-made rubbish, every bit
of public soil (and privately owned) is being used as rubbish bin, especially from
passing cars. I could send you hundred of photographs from a daily 75 mins walk I do
at Saint Paul’s Bay (SPB). How about walking along the bypass and main roads of the
area to see for yourselves! Then move on to the countryside.
Nothing comes for free of course, but fines help to make up for the expense of
cleaning up. These are made by non-uniformed officials. I recommend the setting up
of crews of 50 people, armed with tools, trucks, small crane if need be, cement etc.
They clean and repair as they go along. Many immigrants would love the opportunity.
Twenty of these crews (yes 2,000 people) would be formed for a year of trial.
Anonymous reporting of abuse including the sending of photographs of people
dumping etc should be legally set up.
All motorcycles are to be fitted with proper low noise silencers. The noise from the
SPB bypass from racing motorcycles, to as far away as Qawra is incredible!
Finally a volunteer association might be set up by ERA, where specific areas would be
allocated to a volunteer. Every street, square, parking area, might be allocated This
involves supplying gloves, black bags, ID tags and highlighted waistcoats. I regularly
clean the little square I happen to live in. Photographs of before and after clean-up
would generate more interest and volunteers.
These suggestions are being offered for whatever they may be worth.

These points are included in the Wellbeing
First Vision.

The NSE Wellbeing Vision seeks to achieve
an improved neighbourhood environment
recognising the challenges of Malta’s
urban areas: noise levels, air quality,
cleanliness, greening, aesthetics, and
access to open spaces; and access to
natural open landscapes.
The suggestions are being noted for
consideration in the development of the
NSE.
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Kriss Debono 1.
Ministry for
Agriculture,
Fisheries,
and Animal Rights
– Agriculture
Directorate Rural
Development
Department
12/08/2020

12

Paul
Vandenbroeck
14/08/2020

Q1: The vision document provides a rather holistic yet detailed and informative
approach and definition with regards to well being. All in all it is believed that
‘wellbeing’ has the ultimate result of achieving a positive physical and psychological
status, which in this regard is to be attributed from a healthy sustainable
environment. Perhaps the psychological aspect needs to be further considered when
factoring the concept of ‘wellbeing’
Q2. Measurable targets for the following objectives : Reduced GHG emissions,
reduced urban sprawl, reduced unsightly development in sensitive areas,
rehabilitation of village cores, urban greening, propagation of native and indigenous
trees.
Q3: Wellbeing 2050 is a very holistic visions and as such deserves the involvement and
coordination between a large spectrum of Ministries and stakeholders, The
Agricultural Ministry, the Tourism Ministry and the Energy Ministry, Health Ministry,
Education, Finance, Economy, Transport as well as Environmental and cultural
VOs/NGOs. And social partners forming part of the MCESD like Trade unions, chamber
of commerce, Chamber of SMEs (ex-GRTU), MHRA etc. Such a vision shall incorporate
an inclusive approach and appreciate the input that environmental voluntary
organizations (including agricultural ngos like Malta Youth in Agriculture, Ghaqda
Bdiewa Attivi etc) can contribute towards this vision.
Q4. Participate in voluntary ‘greening, eco, nature orientated campaigns that
contribute to a specific objective that is outlined as per national strategy, making the
public feel part of this strategy and in the accomplishment of its Objectives.
I take up the invitation in the today Times of Malta to comment. I have visited Malta
since 1968 when I worked as petroleum engineer in Libya. I retired in St.Julians. The
best way to stop degradation of the Malta environment is to stop growth of
population and restrict cars. Forbid cars with unneeded large engines. Increase car
tax to Singapore levels , to pay for free bustravel and bycicles tracks.

Mental health is integral to the Wellbeing
First
Vision’s
understanding
of
environmental wellbeing.

Strategic goals with targets for key
milestones are currently being worked on
in the continued development of the
Strategy.
Noted, ERA shall continue to collaborate with
such entities during the development and
implementation of the NSE and its action
plans.

The NSE shall seek to enable voluntary
initiatives
and
actions
to
reach
environmental objectives.
The Wellbeing First Vision includes the
implementation of a sustainable transport
policy and a modal shift.
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Corinne Sammut
Ministry for
Agriculture,
Fisheries, and
Animal Rights,
Department of
Fisheries and
Aquaculture

14

21/08/2020
Monica Galea
22/08/2020

Kindly note that with reference to the document Wellbeing First- A Vision for Malta’s
Environment; National Strategy for the Environment for 2050, the Department of
Fisheries and Aquaculture acknowledges the fact that having a healthy environment
is critical and complements socio-economic prosperity. DFA is in principal in
agreement with Malta’s vision and objectives for the NSE for 2050 however, while
policy decisions should be accompanied by commitments which foresee the long term
effects, the short term consequences on the sectors should nonetheless be taken into
account and addressed accordingly.

The NSE Wellbeing Vision establishes a
long term framework within which the
upcoming National Strategy for the
Environment can develop interim targets
as stepping stones to the ultimate long
term strategic environmental goals.

Thanks for your support for the environment and for letting the public say its' opinion. The comment is being noted, whereby the
I would like trallers to be banned from being used for fishing, as they are wiping off underlying spirit of these points is captured
little fish and other creatures living in the seabed.
by the Wellbeing First vision.
More fines for who throws litter on the ground, and even, and especially cigarette
buts. This should be enforced especially on beaches and in plant pots in town centres.
Is it possible to replace the area of white sones on the way to the entrance of Mater
Dei hospital and plant trees instead? A bug area of land wasted from being greener
and provide more shade on the ground, to decrease a bit the heat in summer.
More cacti and succulents in roundabouts, instead of seasonal plants would help in
reducing the amount of water to be used for watering plants. Flowering plants are
nicer, of course, but we need water conservation, too. When I went to Tenerife the
roundabouts were full of cactuses and succulents only, and they resist heat and need
less watering. They can survive all year round, too
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Anthony Mifsud
Malta Unborn
Child Platform
03/09/2020

In this connection the Malta Unborn Child Platform in the Cana Movement is
recommending the following for consideration by ERA.
1.The first environment to man is the womb
ERA adopts the concept : “The first environment to man is the womb” which is the
basis of Womb Ecology.
2. Pre and Peri-Natal Psychology
ERA examines the two short videos, below, on Pre and Peri-Natal Psychology by Dr
Thomas Verny, psychiatrist, author of the book The Secret Life of the Unborn
Child and founder of the International Society for Pre and Perinatal Psychology and
Medicine.

The NSE Wellbeing Vision is sought to be
taken forward in the National Strategy for
the Environment by defining long term
strategic priorities substantiated with
interim milestone targets, and seeks the
environmental wellbeing (including health)
of current generations, and future ones.

See the two short videos : Pre and Peri-Natal Psychology: An Introduction (to
Womb Ecology) – by Dr Thomas Verny, Psychiatrist, Canada
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJBO0C1iYp8 Part 1 - 5 min
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aUb_5F12V6A Part 2 - 6 min
3. Environmental Justice and the Rights of Unborn and Future Generations
The paper (in attachment) is a review of the book : Environmental Justice and the
Rights of Unborn and Future Generations - 2009 - by Prof Laura Westra, President
of the Global Ecological Integrity Group and Professor of Social Science at York
University, Canada. Please note her recommendation:
“The global community needs to re-evaluate its concept of justice to include a
“principle of integrity” that would prohibit any activity that would harm those most
vulnerable—the unborn as well as the poor and future generations. (from paragraph
14 of attachment)
4. Harm to the unborn at places of work
Harm is done to a baby in the womb when the parents are exposed to chemicals and
toxic substances on the places of work.
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In Malta the unborn is protected from harm at places of work by article 4 of the Law
on Health and Safety at places of work.
We already have a case in court, started in 2009, when a mother alleged that her
baby, born a few days before, died because she and her baby in the womb were
exposed to a particular chemical on her place of work. See
https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/mother-blames-employer-for-prematurebabys-death.272853
5. MUCP Webinars on Quality life for the Unborn Child
As from November 2020 MUCP will conduct a series of 13 webinars, held monthly,
on "Quality Life for the Unborn Child." MUCP thinks there is space for this venture
to be held conjointly between MUCP and ERA. MUCP can show the details of this
project to ERA when requested.
We would have asked for a meeting on this project with ERA. In the present
circumstances of the pandemic we are ready to discuss it during a webinar with ERA
which can be fixed between the two sides.
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Steve Bajada
11/09/2020
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Giselle Fenech
12/09/2020

Unfortunatley have to start on a negative note where
1. Had been calling and sending sms to adt regarding cars that pollute the
environment by opening diesel to give boost, large exhausts and modified engines
and they fix them before they go for vrt and after the test pass they put them again
as they where , old trucks and machinery used also for the renewal of our roads ,not
even the Turkey contractor trucks went a vrt test before where used here in malta .
2. Refrigerant from fridges ,airconditioners been thrown away because we have a
problem here in malta for storage and that cannot recycle refrigerants . Not even
wasteserve do it they just cut the pipes and let the has out.
3. Marsa power station had been used this summer for few times that big green
machinery you can seefrom aldomoro street marsa
4. All ships older then 10 years
5. Airplanes high sulphur kerosene
6. Boilers for hotels and others using heating oil that has a lot of carbons that
pollute.
Com on you think that there are people not noticing such disgrace .
For me instead of doing such website and spending money on radio publicity you
should take seriously the bull by its horn if this is not the case that some
departement opened this subject to employ some internal friends maybe.
My point of view for 2050 should be as follows:
• Strictly no plastic should be provided by all establishments.
• We opt for glass bottles like we use to in the past.
• More greener spaces to be enjoyed by the public.
• Buildings to be according to the rest of the area properties. Especially no permits
to apartments into houses or villas area.
• An electric tram as pretty sure a lot of people will opt for it, as it is very reliable
since no hassle for parking, efficiency and more important less carbon dioxide.
Thanks for the opportunity.

Comments have been noted and will be
taken into consideration during the
development of the NSE action plans.

Comments are noted, the underlying spirit of
these points is captured by the Wellbeing
First Vision.
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Stephen Rizzo
14/09/2020
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Perit Alan Saliba
Commissioner for
Environment and
Planning
Office of the
Ombudsman
16/09/2020

Malta fl 2050 ghandu jkun hawn:
1. Gonna u spazji miftiha f kull belt u rahal. Il gonna jridu jkunu accessibbli u mhux
bic cnut kif inhuma bhalissa.
2. Kull belt u rahal irid ikun hemm parking tal kunsill bi prezz irhis
3. Bikelanes kullimkien u netwerk minn birzebbuga sac cirkewwa b bikelanes fuq
l art, taht l art u anki mini zghar taht il bahar (ezempju minn delimara sa
birzebbuga).
4. sistema ta tramm nazzjonali
5. kemm alla halaq sigar killimkien
6. Gzira f hurds bank fejn ikun hemm il freeport, l impjant tar riciklagg, u impjanti
industrijali kbar ohra li llum ma ghadhomx posthom f dil gzira daqs farka.
7. Il gvern inehhi min nofs postijiet li lkum ma ghadux posthom hemm. Ezempju
kordin il habs sar hemm mitejn sena ilu ghax kardin kien il boghod mill belt.
Illum kordi sar prime area. Hemm gnien kbir imissu jsir u mela habs! L istess il
korsa tal golf u t trakka taz zwiemel. Parks parks parks.
8. Kontroll tal bini u mhux il kuntratturi hatfu kullimkien inkluz il partit u l
parlament.
9. limitu fuq l izvilupp tal bini u z zieda tan nies
First of all I would like to compliment ERA on the publication of ‘Wellbeing First Vision
for Malta’s Environment for 2050’, an inspiring tool leading us to positively face the
environmental challenges in the next three decades.

Il-maġġoranza ta’ dawn il-punti huma
ndirizzati mill-Viżjoni.

ERA welcomes your valuable submission
regarding the National Strategy for the
Environment (NSE) Wellbeing First Vision
for Malta’s Environment for 2050.

People tend to associate wellbeing with their personal advancements such as how
much they are able to consume, whether their home has certain amenities or even
how fast and comfortable they are able to travel. And there are no indications that
these non-environmental friendly trends will ever decrease in the years to come. As
long as we continue to measure the success of education, society, politics and
economy by the Euro, we cannot change the people’s behaviour in the way they
classify their wellbeing.

The Authority agrees with your statement
that a significant number of people equate
their personal wellbeing with their
affluence and personal state of being. In
fact, the innovative and multi-faceted
approach ERA undertook, it was apparent
that economic growth and citizen choices
I think that we all know where we want to be in the middle of this century, it is more were objectively identified as two of the
of a question of how we are going to get there. We all agree that we need to rely less most critical drivers of environmental
on fossil fuels to achieve carbon neutrality and cleaner air, that we all have to reduce change till 2050. This information
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waste through circular economy and that we want to see greener through green
infrastructure. As if we all want to move backwards to decades ago when people
walked more and were less obese, when waste was considered as a resource and
reused and when water was adored and not wasted. Today, we have the added
advantage over our forefathers of knowledge, technology and the means to restore
the environment for the older and added population that Malta will have to cater for
in 2050. Furthermore, Malta is blessed with the sea, wind and the sun that in my
opinion we have not even started to exploit their true potential.
Notwithstanding ERA’s role as a policy-maker and regulator in its mission to safeguard
the environment, it is time that the Environment is given the title of a distinct legal
person who is fully equipped with resources and funds generated from environmental
interventions and who can be in a position to take any entity, person, or Government
to Court so that an independent decision is taken notwithstanding commercial,
political and economic expectations. This also calls for priority action in establishing
an Environmental Court that will add transparency, public participation and access to
justice where it is lacking in environmental matters. In this way we can only hope to
have a fully-equipped Environmental Guardian and Environmental Court handing
sound guiding decisions and eventually reaping the fruit of these decisions within the
next thirty years.

ultimately led to recognising the need to
move beyond GDP as a pillar for the
Wellbeing First Vision 2050 and to use this
as a measure of success to evaluate the
country’s progress.
The Vision is only the first step in what ERA
aims to achieve. ERA is now embarking on
the next steps of the NSE, which will lead
us to define objectives with supporting
milestone targets for 2050, and which will
immediately be followed with Action Plans
for each ten year period leading up to
2050. The Action Plans aim to outline how
we are going to achieve these objectives
and targets, including details of defining
priorities,
timeframes,
budgetary
requirements
and
roles
and
responsibilities. The SOER shall continue
contributing to this process by shedding
light on the environmental performance of
our country, thus providing the crucial
information required for the development
and revision of the NSE and related policies
as necessary.
Understanding the economic processes,
and the economic value of the
environmental components that sustain
our daily activities and the value of
Wellbeing, is fundamental for the success
of the NSE. With this and the above in
mind, ERA is taking this Wellbeing Vision
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forward by studying the interplay between
the components of the economic, social,
and environmental pillars, to be then used
in guiding the type of measures that will be
proposed.
ERA is pleased to note that its proposals to
the Constitutional Reform, which focused
on the rights of nature to be recognised in
the Constitution to further protect nature
from destruction and exploitation, are in
line with your observations. There is also
currently a drive for such an approach to
be adopted throughout the European
Union.

20

Dr Desiree Attard
Ministry for
Justice, Equality
and Governance
Human Rights
Directorate
16/09/2020

The emphasis on the need of an
Environmental Court, is noted and shall be
taking it into due consideration in the
development of the NSE and its action
plans.
As part of its mandate, the Human Rights Directorate (HRD) is tasked with ensuring Comments noted. The interdependence of
that Government proposals and initiatives uphold everyone’s fundamental human human rights and the environment is
rights, as enshrined in Maltese and international law, and, wherever possible, further acknowledged and was considered
the creation of an equal and just society.
throughout the development of the NSE
The abovementioned consultation will therefore be reviewed from this perspective. Vision, including in the selection process of
Context
the Wellbeing First vision.
‘Wellbeing First – A Vision for Malta’s Environment’ is a strategic document which
presents the ‘context and framework for all plans, policies, and programmes for the
protection and sensible management of our environment.’1 This vision places the
citizen’s wellbeing at its core and seeks to achieve inter-generational wellbeing
through environmental and societal prosperity, particularly beyond economic growth
and GDP.
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The Environment & Resources Authority within the Ministry for the Environment,
Climate Change and Planning is calling for submissions on this Vision Document.
The ‘Wellbeing First’ Document
This document presents the Wellbeing Scenario which was identified as a lead
scenario during the first phase of the NSE, and which will be implemented through
integrated governance, common foundation and strategic alignment in Government
policies and entities.
Malta’s vision for 2050 aims to achieve 5 overarching objectives for our future
environment in a span of one generation:
1. ensuring a better and sustainable quality of life;
2. providing clear and long-term direction for our environment;
3. setting out national environmental targets;
4. addressing environmental challenges Malta is facing; and
5. integrating and synergising efforts of all policies and stakeholders who
directly or indirectly influence the state of our environment.
The Directorate commends these proposals and upholds the spirit of the strategy
which puts environmental prosperity rather than economic gain at the core of its
objectives.
The Directorate strongly believes that environmental policies cannot truly reflect the
realities which they seek to improve without an appropriate recognition of the
interdependence between human rights and the environment.
Human rights and the environment impact one another both directly and indirectly in
a myriad ways. The full enjoyment of human rights and dignity is integral to a healthy
environment and in turn, the failure to protect Malta’s environment ultimately
translates into a failure to protect human rights. Protecting human rights thus
protects the environment, and vice versa.
It is in light of such relationship that the below submissions are being made.
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Submissions
The following are the Directorate’s suggestions: 1. Human Rights Considerations
The Directorate commends the use of fundamental rights considerations in the multicriteria decision analysis (MCDA) to guide the thinking process of those carrying out
the scoring, which was the first stage to identify the lead scenario (Wellbeing First)
upon which the NSE 2050 vision is to be developed.
Moving forward, the Directorate suggests that environmental protection as a right as
well as an obligation should be at the forefront of all considerations in policy and
decision-making under the NSE.
In line with this, the Directorate calls for increased considerations of the additional
environmental challenges which vulnerable groups and minorities in Malta face, while
commending the MCDA’s inclusion of criteria relating to the rights of asylum-seekers,
persons with disability and children.
Awareness should be raised amongst the public relating to the correlation between
the enjoyment of citizens’ rights and the protection of their environment. Hand-inhand with the latter, however, government officials themselves, particularly
policymakers working on environmental policies, should be well-informed and aware
of the implications of the relationship between the environment and human rights.
Consequently, the Directorate believes that the NSE should reflect the use of
fundamental rights in the MCDA and provide a comprehensive inclusion and
representation of the relationship between rights and environmental wellbeing.
2. The Gender Dimension
The Directorate applauds the inclusion of gender equality in the MCDA under the
fundamental rights considerations. However, the Directorate feels that the gender
dimension in formulating environmental policies is lacking within this document,
which instead addresses citizens as one homogenous group, with no differentiation
between women and men in terms of environmental implications.
There is a strong correlation between gender and environmental policies as men and
women directly and indirectly affect, and are affected by, environmental policies and
changes differently. This manifests itself in various ways in environmental relations
and interactions, and is shaped by many characteristics such as age, social class,
ethnicity, religion and sexual orientation.

Human Rights consideration and the
gender dimension are two important
aspects that are mutual to environmental
policy since they determine how
environmental policy is adopted according
to society profiles. The selection of the NSE
Wellbeing First scenario was recognised
through both the MCDA exercise, and a
citizen survey, which was based on a
representative sample stratified according
to age, gender, and districts. The NSE
process will continue to pursue
consultation in order to capture the
different societal profiles in the policy
development process.
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Gender differences are evident, for instance, in the way natural resources are used
and managed. Unequal roles and relationships in the family and society impact
women’s access, ownership, and rights to resources. Moreover, different activities
between men and women also require different resources, which in turn produce
different forms of waste, and generate different effects and implications.2 This is very
relevant for measures which address what the NSE identifies as a key environmental
challenge in Malta: high levels of waste.3
In addition, gender is a particularly important element in terms of climate change. For
instance, since women are more vulnerable to poverty than men (for various
reasons), climate change disproportionately impacts women as climate refugees.
Similarly, genders have different implications on clean transition and emission-free
transport policies, given that there are more women within the energy poverty group,
and therefore use public transport more frequently. This is important particularly
when considering that the restriction of synergies between climate change policy and
other policies is also identified as a key challenge by the NSE.
The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) requires this complexity to be
accounted for in the formulation of environmental policies,4 and its gender
mainstreaming5 work aims to reflect the different needs of women and men in
environmental policymaking. This work starts from within its own internal policies to
institutionalise gender perspectives into its day-to-day work and build accountability
among its staff.6
The Directorate is concerned that the proposed document is not taking this
complexity sufficiently into account, if at all. In Malta’s 2019 National Report for
Beijing +25, the (then) Ministry for the Environment, Sustainable Development and
Climate Change reported that gender perspectives were not integrated into
environmental and climate-related policies, as they are all considered as gender
neutral, with no negative or positive discrimination based on gender.7
The Directorate suggests that for the above considerations, NSE should integrate the
gender dimension, and recognise its key role in leveraging the full potential of
environmental policies. The Directorate believes that this should also be reflected in
ERA’s own internal organisational structure.
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The above suggestions are also in line with Malta’s upcoming first Gender Equality
and Mainstreaming National Strategy for 2020-2023, which is currently in its final
drafting stage.
2
Information abstracted from UNEP documents. See for instance: United Nations
Environment Programme, UNEP's Division of Early Warning and Assessment, and
UNEP's International Environmental Technology Center.
3
ERA, Wellbeing First: A vision for Malta’s Environment, National Strategy for the
Environment 2050, p. 12.
4
UNEP, Gender and the Environment: Support Kit for UN Environment Staff, available
at
<
https://wedocs.unep.org/bitstream/handle/20.500.11822/25348/Gender_Environm
ent_Kit.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y >
5
Gender mainstreaming is the integration of gender perspectives in policy-making
and programmes in order to promote gender equality and combat discrimination.
6
UNEP, Gender Mainstreaming, available at <
https://www.unenvironment.org/explore-topics/gender/what-we-do/gendermainstreaming >
7
Government of Malta, National Report on Beijing +25 Malta, May 2019, p. 76-77,
available at < https://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/RCM_Website/Malta.pdf >
3. Minor Amendments
 In Table 2 (page 21) of the document, ‘protection of removal, expulsion or
extradition’ should read as ‘protection from removal, expulsion or extradition’.
 In the document’s list of stakeholders (Annex III, pages 41-42), reference to the
Ministry for European Affairs and Equality should be amended to refer to the
Ministry for Justice, Equality, and Governance, in line with the January 2020
appointment of portfolios.
Concluding Comments
Once again, the Directorate applauds the proposals being put forward.
We sincerely hope these submissions will be taken into account, and we remain
available should any clarifications be required.

Suggestions noted. The name of the
Ministry needs to be retained as MEAE to
reflect the portfolio and name of the
Ministry at the time of consultation (prior
to January 2020).

ERA looks forward to
stakeholder collaboration.
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Future
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Background
The Guardian of Future Generations (henceforth, the Guardian) is established under
the Act X of 2012 as amended of the Laws of Malta, the Sustainable Development Act,
with the aim of safeguarding inter-generational and intra-generational sustainable
development in Malta1.
The publication of the Wellbeing Vision for Malta’s Environment for 2050 (henceforth,
NSE 2050 vision document) that paves the way to a National Strategy for the
Environment is a welcome development in the local policy setting that needs to be
considered.
This document represents the public consultation feedback from the Guardian as
requested by the competent authority2 pertaining to the vision in question
(henceforth, Wellbeing Vision). From the outset, the Guardian would like to express
its satisfaction at the highly informed and methodical approach that was adopted in
the development of the vision, based on a comprehensive consultative process
engaging the main stakeholders including experts and the general public. This bodes
well for the ultimate deliverable, the national strategy.
1
Article 8 of the Sustainable Development Act under the Laws of Malta.
2
Environment and Resources Authority (ERA), https://era.org.mt/publicconsultation-wellbeing-first-a-vision-for-maltas-environment-national-strategy-forthe-environment-2050/
Q1: The NSE 2050 vision document clearly spells out the intention that the national
strategy should adopt a scenario whereby the environment should be considered at
par with the economic and social dimensions consistent with the forthcoming
National Sustainable Development Strategy (NSDS) that is currently in the making.
It is therefore crucial that the final NSE 2050 document positions the management of
our islands’ environmental resources as essential to achieve an optimum quality of
life that should be measurable beyond conventional GDP methodology and that is
consistent with Malta’s obligations under the UN Sustainable Development Goals. To
this effect the NSE 2050 should distil, perhaps through the proposed action plans3, in
what way it hopes to facilitate the achievement of the strategic principles mentioned
in the vision document that is, governance, accountability, transparency, quality,
leadership and dialogue4.

The NSE Wellbeing Vision is sought to be
taken forward in the National Strategy for
the Environment by defining long term
strategic priorities substantiated with
interim milestone targets, ultimately
leading to 10 year action plans. This
process is further supported by the SOER
cycle to shed light on the environmental
performance of our country, thus
providing the crucial information required
for the development and revision of these
policies as necessary.
The NSE is aimed to be developed in
recognition of existing policy, hence
seeking to consolidate and complement
the existing policy framework in
recognition of its role as the environmental
pillar of the sustainable development
armature. The NSE hence seeks to develop
environmental policy in scrutiny of the
dynamics and interplay of the components
forming part of the construct of the
remaining two sustainable development
pillars.
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From a purely technical perspective the adoption of the Wellbeing Scenario in the
development of the NSE 2050 presents an obvious challenge: to ensure that the NSE
2050 remains focused within its remit that is, the environmental domain, and hence
avoiding too much unnecessary overlap with the more over-arching NSDS. This should
not prevent, however, the competent authority from engaging in preliminary
economic assessments with a view to integrate conceptually the internalisation of
environmental costs within the ultimate NSE 2050 document. This should cover the
three action plan decadal horizons proposed by the vision (2030, 2040 and 2050) and
hence cover the entire strategy timeframe.
3
The proposed decadal action plans for 2030, 2040 and 2050.
4
NSE 2050 vision document, pp.33.
Q2. Malta’s previous National Environmental Policy advocated that we should strive
towards a long-term vision of transforming our islands into a low-carbon, zero-waste
society by 20505. This vision remains relevant today at a time when Malta faces major
challenges with both the energy sector and waste management. The conversion of
the islands’ power generation facilities to the far more environmentally sustainable
natural gas firing has inevitably shifted the focus to transport issues. It is now
recognised more than ever that transport emissions need to be contained first of all
in the best interest of human health and, secondly, considering the significant
economic cost incurred by society as a whole. Malta cannot expect to succeed in its
low-carbon mission unless a policy accomplishment is implemented whereby a more
sustainable transport scenario is in place.
This cannot be achieved by merely advocating use of public transport, however
efficient or cost-effective this option may evolve in the foreseeable future. Major road
network projects should neither be perceived as the ultimate solution to Malta’s
traffic congestion issues especially in the absence of a stricter policy regime regulating
the number of cars on our roads. Other major projects particularly the Gozo Tunnel
proposal need to be considered with a level-headed perspective taking into account,
objectively, the overall implications that should arise. This singular project is expected
to generate an unprecedented volume of inert and other waste and, as yet, there
seems to be no clear direction as to how this material shall be managed. In the
meantime, Malta’s overall waste picture remains rather bleak with very low recycling
rates and mounting landfill space issues that diminish the country’s prospects in terms

The comments are noted. Their essence is
captured by the NSE Wellbeing First Vision,
and shall be further addressed in the NSE’s
next steps of defining goals, targets and
subsequently concrete actions to detail the
implementation required to achieve the
Vision for 2050.
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of a circular economy model6. Tangible action towards zero-waste should therefore
be another priority under the NSE 2050.
Low-carbon cannot be achieved by fragmented quick-fixes – it is a question of
whether we are prepared to adopt a thorough change in lifestyle within, say, the next
three decades spanning until 2050. It is this that shall spell the real litmus test for the
National Strategy process that is presently underway.
5
National Environment Policy (2012) pp.15,
https://environment.gov.mt/en/decc/Documents/environment/natenvpol/national
EnvironmentPolicy.pdf
6
https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/what-a-waste-maltas-recycling-hurdlesby-the-numbers.701329
Q3. The Wellbeing 2050 Vision being proposed can only be a success is all segments
of society contribute towards it supported by resilient political will. As a first step,
the NSE 2050 should acquire the broadest political consensus possible roping in both
Government and the Opposition. This cross-party consensus is essential for the NSE
2050 long-term agenda.
Secondly, at the national policy level, Government must engage in a process
whereby policies and strategies are vetted to ensure that there is proper
streamlining with the Wellbeing vision advocated by the NSE 2050; the National
Strategy alone cannot achieve its ultimate goals unless other parallel policies and
strategies are properly synced in. In this regard, the NSDS obviously plays a more
crucial role.
Beyond Government policy and parliamentary consensus, the Wellbeing vision can
hopefully only be achieved as long as all stakeholders are genuinely on board –
ordinary citizens, the public and the private sector, non-governmental organisations
and all institutions across the entire spectrum of society. Though necessary,
intensive educational campaigns and law enforcement alone won’t be enough for
this to materialise; Maltese society must firmly be made to recognise that the
financial costs incurred from the mismanagement of the limited environmental
resources we are endowed with are indeed significant7.
7
The analysis on the external costs of passenger and commercial vehicle use in
Malta published in 2015 is a case in point,

The NSE Wellbeing Vision hinges on a
holistic approach at the national policy
level as one of its critical pillars. The
Strategy and its Action Plans will therefore
take this into consideration. Furthermore,
it is agreed that changes in mindset are
best achieved by means of understanding
and explaining the financial implications of
inappropriate management of the
environment and its resources.
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https://ec.europa.eu/malta/sites/malta/files/docs/body/study_on_traffic_online.pd
f
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Marie-Thereze
Camenzuli
Kummissjoni
Interdjoċesana
Ambjent
16/09/2020

Q4. In its role as stakeholder in the domain of sustainable development, the
Guardian is committed to facilitate stakeholder dialogue on economic, social and
environmental issues and contribute proactively in the national policy process. The
Guardian endorses the proposed Wellbeing Vision and shall strive to ensure that
both the vision and its ensuing NSE 2050 process remain a top priority in national
policy agenda.
On a final note, the Guardian congratulates the ERA for the meticulous effort leading
to the preparation of the Wellbeing Vision. This important step asserts ERA’s leading
role in developing a holistic long-term national strategy designed to safeguard
Malta’s precious environmental assets in the best interests of the present and future
generations.
Outlined below are comments by the Interdiocesan Commission for the
Environment (KA) as part of the Public Consultation about the proposed National
Strategy for the Environment for 2050. For ease of reference the comments are
organised under subheadings.
Focus on wellbeing
The KA notably welcomes the document’s commitment towards making Wellbeing
the target for the National Strategy for the Environment 2050 (NSE 2050). This choice
of target could, if translated into action, usher a new era that would redefine our
country’s notion of progress. This choice of target implies the following commitments
(that need to be clearly addressed in NSE 2050):
• Changing the current mindset. NSE 2050’s vision finally acknowledges the intimate
link between a good quality of the environment and wellbeing … that goes beyond
mere financial gain. This means that the plight of environmentalists to protect our
environment is in fact a plight to protect the wellbeing of our country. Hopefully such
plights will now be given more consideration rather than being disrespectfully

In spirit with the identified need for a
national joined up policy and government
approach, ERA looks forward to ongoing
collaboration with the Guardian of Future
Generations, and all stakeholders at large.

Comments noted. The NSE Wellbeing Vision
seeks to set the ultimate generational goal
which is sought to be taken forward in the
National Strategy for the Environment by
defining strategic priorities and milestone
targets, leading to interim 10-year action
plans, to bring about incremental change
to 2050.
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ridiculed and brushed aside by individuals (who should know better) as attempts by
the “No People” to obstruct major development projects to protect the odd gremxula
or dudu!
• Initiating the change as early as possible. NSE 2050 Wellbeing Vision implies that a
good quality of the environment is an entitlement for present and future generations.
Therefore, each day spent within the old paradigm is admittedly a day lost in
generating wellbeing … thus depriving our society from a better quality of life. The KA
feels that the strategy needs to include short-term goals (besides medium and longterm ones) that would get us back on track as early as possible . The document does
not seem to mention these immediate actions, consequently risking converting the
vision into an unachievable mirage!
The role of education
“There is a nobility in the duty to care for creation through little daily actions, and it is
wonderful how education can bring about real changes in lifestyle. Education in
environmental responsibility can encourage ways of acting which directly and
significantly affect the world around us” (Chap. 6, par. 211)1.
Various European and International policy documents stress the need of including
Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) as a central element of any strategy
promoting sustainable lifestyles. Although the Document acknowledges that the
success of the Vision 2050 depends on “An accompanying behavioural change in
cultural mindsets of all strata of society” (pp. 30, 44)2, it does not give due importance
to an educational programme that would tackle this needed change in mindset.
Education does not even feature in the planned “systematic transformation for
wellbeing” (p.8, Figure 3). It seems that the Core Team & Working Group “… set up
within ERA … (to ensure) that all aspects of the environment and the existing policy
framework are duly considered in the NSE process” (p. 8) missed out on this critical
aspect outlined in existing European and International policy frameworks.
Could it be that the composition of both the Core Team and the Working Group lacked
an ESD expert? Or that the role of education was taken for granted or seen as an
afterthought? Whatever the reason, this omission stands in sharp contrast to the
Malta’s Sustainable Development – A Vision for 2050 document that acknowledges
that education is crucial towards achieving sustainability. Hence, this omission needs
to be rectified in the final NSE 2050 document.

Comments noted. Citizen choices, a critical
driver for the needed behavioural change,
knows its roots in all instances of
education. The NSE Wellbeing Vision thus
recognises the crucial role education has.
This role is to be outlined in the upcoming
steps of developing the Strategy and its
Action Plans, where it is appropriate to
detail measures and tools, such as
education, that are necessary to achieve
the goals set by the Vision.
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1
Encyclical
Laudato
Si’.
http://www.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/encyclicals/documents/papafrancesc
o_
20150524_enciclica-laudato-si.html
2 Unless otherwise indicated, all section or page references refer to the Public
Consultation Document which is also referred to as the “Document” in the text.
The central role of citizens
The KA feels that the dire straits of our environment (and, therefore, of our wellbeing)
is the cumulative effect of years of unsustainable decisions and/or the lack of
adequate actions of different governments who had other priorities on their agendas.
The “experts” and “consultants” have repeatedly proposed what they thought was
best for the citizens rather than coming up with innovative ways of seeing what the
citizens themselves want. Various Boards set up to protect the public’s wellbeing have
on several occasions miserably failed their remit and championed the interest of the
few in lieu of the common good. Pope Francis also addresses this issue in his Laudato
Si`: “… while the existing world order proves powerless to assume its responsibilities,
local individuals and groups can make a real difference. They are able to instil a
greater sense of responsibility, a strong sense of community, a readiness to protect
others, a spirit of creativity and a deep love for the land. They are also concerned about
what they will eventually leave to their children and grandchildren. … Because the
enforcement of laws is at times inadequate due to corruption, public pressure has to
be exerted in order to bring about decisive political action” (Chap. 5, par. 179)1.
The Public Consultation Document evidences the citizen’s ability to know what’s best
for them. Public outcry against the repeated degradation of our environment has
been heard (for those willing to listen) for quite some time. The Focal Question posed
in p. 10 (i.e. “Are we using our environment and its resources in a manner that does
not compromise environmental prosperity & overall wellbeing?”) did not need any
complex surveying process to be answered. It is a resounding “NO”! (as confirmed by
the caption in p. 29).
What is lacking is not the reason to act, but the will to act. The KA feels that the root
of this impasse is the unwillingness of governments to truly share power with their
citizens. This goes way beyond most of the so-called public consultation exercises
conducted to appease procedural protocols. It involves constantly and actively

Comments noted. The NSE shall be
prioritising measures looking to enable
citizens to make sustainable choices and
engaging citizens in environmental matters.
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listening to what the public wants (not just once every 5 years) and involving the
public in discussions and decision-making fora to achieve win-win situations. THIS, i.e.
putting the citizens at the heart of decision making, would definitely be a gamechanger … not more rhetoric that just serves the same solutions in different formats.
Albeit this implies an educated public. While lack of transparency and keeping reports
hidden from the public is surely not the best way of achieving this, initiating
community-based educational programmes should be a major target for NSE 2050
(see above).
Regarding the public consultation process, the KA feels that a national strategy needs
to have as wide a consultation as possible to ensure that its actions are owned by as
wide a range of citizens as possible. This can be achieved by taking into account the
following points:
 While setting up official meetings with stakeholders is an acceptable
technique, one needs to consider that this method attracts a certain category
of the public and precludes others. There are different user-friendly
methodologies that would ensure wider access to opinions.
 The Document claims that the questions of the Citizen Survey “… were
developed by seasoned experts in the field of surveying, in such a way that
the answers reflect the participants’ preferences for certain scenarios over
others.” (p.28). With all due respect to these “experts”, the questions (listed
in p. 28) tend to present pre-set preferences rather than inviting participants
to voice their own. Moreover, the questions set tend to address symptoms
rather than causes.
 The target audience of the Document itself is also unclear. Its technical details
about the methodology used and the schemes presented are certainly not
suitable for a non-technical public. A non-technical version of the Document
(and one for children … see below) would have ensured a wider reach of
views. Other details could have easily been shifted to the ERA’s website. The
Document also refers to several documents that are available on the ERA’s
website … URLs leading the interested reader to these documents would have
been greatly appreciated.
 The NSE 2050 will clearly span a generation (Executive Summary, p. 2).
However, there was no attempt to specifically listen to the voice of young

Comments will be taken into consideration
for forthcoming consultations held as part of
the NSE process, through which ERA will
continue to collaborate with key
stakeholders, and the public in different for
a and by various means. ERA engages in
various initiatives involving children
including specific consultations, initiatives
with schools, through events such as
ZiguZajg and Science in the City, and
considers any students’ declarations such as
that made at the Eco-Schools’ 9th Young
People’s Summit which was used for this
Vision.
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people (including children) on whose wellbeing we are taking daily decisions
and who will inherit the outcomes of these decisions. It is rather unfair (to say
the least) that our generation which has successfully mucked up their
environment (and consequently their wellbeing) still gets the chance to
unilaterally decide on their future. The tools to understand the concerns and
suggestions of young people are available (e.g. the EkoSkola programme
regularly organises such consultation sessions). The question remains
whether NSE 2050’s consultation exercise will rectify this oversight.
Learning from experience
In its introduction, the document claims that “the NSE will continue building upon the
achievements of the National Environment Policy (NEP), published in 2012,” (p. 4). One
would assume that this building exercise would have followed a thorough evaluation
exercise of the NEP. Such an evaluation would shed light not just on the achievements,
but also on what aspects were not achieved and (most importantly) why they weren’t
achieved. Such an in-depth evaluation would provide solid foundations on which the
new strategy (and its proposed actions) could be built. The final NSE 2050 document
would be greatly enhanced if it includes the results of this evaluation exercise.
Measuring progress ‘beyond GDP’.
Another welcomed development proposed by NSE 2050 is a change in the way
government measures progress; i.e. a move from “consumerism fuelled by quantity
driven profits and growth measured by GDP” (p.1) to a system through which
“Environmental policies need to provide the necessary limits within which our
economic needs are satisfied.” (p.1).
Over the years, Malta’s environment (i.e. wellbeing) suffered unrepairable damage
because it was the sacrificial lamb to unsustainable economic growth. There are
countless cases of unsustainable projects, from the private and governmental sectors,
that where shamelessly approved because they were “in the public interest” (sic)
irrespective of the huge public outcry against them and their grave impact on the
environment (wellbeing). As Pope Francis sums it up:
“A technological and economic development which does not leave in its wake a better
world and an integrally higher quality of life cannot be considered progress.
Frequently, in fact, people’s quality of life actually diminishes – by the deterioration of

The NSE process seeks to consolidate all
environmental policy, in recognition of its
strong points, weak points, and
identification of lacuna.

Comments noted. Moving ‘beyond GDP’ is
one of the key underlying pillars of the
Wellbeing First vision.
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the environment, the low quality of food or the depletion of resources – in the midst
of economic growth” (Chap. 5, par. 194)1.

Institutionalizing environmental concerns
Comments noted. ERA is working towards
Achieving NSE 2050’s vision is dependent on a reconceptualization of our nation’s mainstreaming such concepts across all
definition of progress and GDP. Therefore, it is imperative to get environmental policies affecting the environment.
(wellbeing) concerns formally acknowledged in any discourse intended to foster
economic and social wellbeing. If this is not done, then environmental concerns get
sidelined, as pointed out by Pope Francis:
“The alliance between the economy and technology ends up side-lining anything
unrelated to its immediate interests. Consequently, the most one can expect is
superficial rhetoric, sporadic acts of philanthropy and perfunctory expressions of
concern for the environment, whereas any genuine attempt by groups within society
to introduce change is viewed as a nuisance based on romantic illusions or an obstacle
to be circumvented” (Chap 1. par.54)1.
As it has done on several occasions since 20113, the KA would like to propose once
again an evolution in the composition and workings of the Malta Council for Economic
and Social Development (MCESD) into the Malta Council for Sustainable Development
(MCSD). This would tangibly attest to the government’s resolve to reorient our
economy towards one that prioritises wellbeing. However, if we persist in maintaining
the status quo, we run the risk outlined in Laudato Si`:
“In this context, talk of sustainable growth usually becomes a way of distracting
attention and offering excuses. It absorbs the language and values of ecology into the
categories of finance and technocracy, and the social and environmental responsibility
of businesses often gets reduced to a series of marketing and image enhancing
measures.” (Chap. 5, par. 194)1.
3 Kummissjoni Intedjocesana Ambjent (2011). National Environment Policy – Draft for
Consultation Sep 2011.
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Challenges to the Wellbeing Scenario
“This Scenario recognises the environmental, social and economic wellbeing
dimensions at par; and seeks this strategic alignment across government entities”
(p.1). Having sustainable development issues forming part of the portfolio of the
prime minister (as suggested by the KA in 20194) was definitely a step in the right
direction. However, achieving the targets set by the NSE 2050 (see Introduction, p. 4)
necessitates prioritizing environmental concerns. Considering years of neglect
characterised by layers of greenwashing, environmental (wellbeing) concerns should
get positive discrimination during decision making fora.
The Public Consultation Document claims that “The environment is recognised as
fundamental to the core of a system supporting overall wellbeing and there is strong
political commitment to achieve it …” (p. 30). This may be true in certain political and
business circles, but considering the facts, it is quite clear that this vision is not
embraced by everyone. Notwithstanding its goodwill, the Document needs to be
grounded in the harsh reality that there are politicians and business persons that
consider themselves above the law and put their own wellbeing (i.e. the Me First
Scenario) above the common wellbeing.
These individuals project themselves as being answerable to no one and, as a result,
law-abiding citizens have to witness: the commencement of projects that were still
awaiting approval; the sanctioning of illegal land occupancy and construction; the
blatant breaching of regulations that goes unpunished … unfortunately the list is
endless. The Document claims that: “There is also faith by the public in the modus
operandi of both government and the said institutions” (p.44). While this might be
true, it is also true that the lack of action – experienced over the years – against the
irregularities perpetuated by these “cowboys” erodes this faith and jeopardises
attempts of improving the situation.
This is why the KA feels that, although specifically mentioned in the Stakeholder
Feedback (Annex I, p.39), the Document fails to give due attention to “increasing
enforcement of environmental legislation” to ensure that everyone falls in line with
the measures laid down by the strategy. This could be because the Document seems
to believe that these deeply rooted challenges to the new vision will go away on their
own when the wrong-doers will eventually see the light. For example, (KA’s
emphasis): “Over the years, the real estate and construction sector starts to operate

Comments noted. The NSE is being
developed on the basis of the key
environmental challenges identified at an
early stage of the NSE development process,
using the State of the Environment Report
and other sources as reference points.
The quoted text refers to the state
envisioned in 2050 towards which work is
necessary to get to. Enforcement is
recognised as a valuable measure, which
together with other measures and actions
will be outlined in the upcoming steps of
developing the Strategy and its Action
Plans.
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within clearly defined legal frameworks that implement adequate sustainability
criteria, which respect land take-up limitations in an island as small as ours, and upon
which there is national consensus and direction” (p. 32).
“Vested interests against such change remain but are subdued over the decades when
all experience the long-term benefits of tangible improvements that a healthy
environment contributes to an overall good state of wellbeing” (p.33).
The KA is rather worried about this complacent attitude, particularly after also
reviewing ERA’s Intent and Objectives: National Biodiversity Strategy and Action
Plan to 2030 (as part of another public consultation exercise) and finding the same
failings. If ERA does not plan to strengthen its bite force through a strong legal
framework, then it seems that MEPA’s demerger (strongly advocated by KA since
2008) just served us with another old toothless watchdog to protect the environment
against blatant abuse.
4 Statement by the Church Environment Commission: Malta’s Sustainable
Development – a Vision for 2050. 11th January 2019. https://church.mt/maltassustainable-development-a-vision-for-2050/.
Strategic principles
Comments noted.
The Document outlines six strategic principles that ensure the success of NSE 2050
(Section 3.2, p.33). While agreeing with them, the KA would like to point out certain
issues that need to be addressed to ground each principle in reality:
• Governance – would require a tough hand against those who do not act in the
common good.
• Accountability – rules are for everyone irrespective of the rank and/or contacts
s/he has. For example: Efficiency should not be an excuse to bypass planning
permits. At the same time permits should not be easily dispensed especially in
cases of illegal projects carried out by irresponsible developers (considered as big
fish) who flout enforcement notices issued by the authority and decide to go
ahead with their plans no matter what.
• Transparency – needs to ensure the publication of studies to enable an informed
discussion by all stakeholders BEFORE a decision is taken – unlike, for example,
the way the Malta-Gozo Permanent Link Project is being conducted.
• Quality – this can only be maintained if activities (and those behind them) that
reduce quality are effectively blocked.
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Leadership – the need for top policy makers to lead by example and truly value
the environment (wellbeing) instead of greenwashing their exploitation of our
resources to save face.
• Dialogue – the need to regularly consult with the public, which is the MAJOR
stakeholder, with the aim of devolving power in decision-making about
environmental issues. Hence the need for more inclusive public consultation
procedures rather than using the electoral manifesto as an excuse to steamroll
over public opinion.
Conclusion
The KA would like to once again commend ERA for choosing Wellbeing First as the
Vision for the NSE 2050. However, considering that the stakes are high, the KA really
hopes that this is not another exercise in rhetoric. This could be a new beginning – a
golden opportunity to foster social cohesion and solidarity around a common goal,
general wellbeing as the new measure of wealth and progress. Let us depart from the
notion of a Utopia (that is often defined as an impractical and idealistic notion in social
and political reform) and go for tangible ways of improving our quality of life in our
common home. In Pope Francis’ words:
“I urgently appeal, then, for a new dialogue about how we are shaping the future of
our planet. We need a conversation which includes everyone, since the environmental
challenge we are undergoing, and its human roots, concern and affect us all. …
Regrettably, many efforts to seek concrete solutions to the environmental crisis have
proved ineffective, not only because of powerful opposition, but also because of a
more general lack of interest. Obstructionist attitudes, even on the part of believers,
can range from denial of the problem to indifference, nonchalant resignation or blind
confidence in technical solutions. We require a new and universal solidarity. … All of
us can cooperate as instruments of God for the care of creation, each according to his
or her own culture, experience, involvements and talents” (par. 14)1. Tuesday 15th
September 2020
I am including two documents, one a book chapter and the other a report just
published this week both related to children's use of play areas and other public
spaces and their wellbeing. The book chapter is directly related to children's use of
open spaces whilst the Research report includes a chapter My Neighbourhood which
is also about children's views on their open spaces. One of the key findings in both

Comments noted.

Comments noted. Increasing and improving
green open spaces in urban areas is one of
the key priorities of the NSE.
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documents is that children complained that they do not have sufficient play spaces in
their locality; children who spend more time on outdoor play are happier than those
who do so rarely.
I hope you find these helpful for the policy in relation to healthy and child friendly
spaces for children
Submitted 2 reports:
1) International Survey of Children’s Subjective Wellbeing Malta 2020
2) Healthy Habits and Healthy Spaces: Children’s Views on Their Use of Time
and Space
It is understood, that Malta, is still not fully compliant with the Noise Abatement EU
directives.
Entertainment establishments , who entertain with loud music, should have all their
doors and windows, or any other access to the outside properly closed in an air
conditioning enviornment
Many, and many motorcycles are heavily exceeding the sound limits stipulated by the
EU directives.
There used to be a law, which prohibits the blowing of vechiles horns, after 23:00. Is
it still valid today? I doubt it !
Openair entertainment establishments should have music audio levels, well
controlled! Often, 25 watts amplifiers are more than adequate, but, in practice, many
use over 100 watts. This is especially true, at Qawra/ Bugibba ! ERA should establish
times and where, when loud music is permisable .
Many vechiles, especially, from the construction industry, smoke heavily. It is
understood, that diesel engine owners, cheat VRT tests, by adding a small amount of
petrol to diesel!
Feedback from Eco Gozo Directorate within the Ministry for Gozo which was a
stakeholder in the initial phase of the consultation:
The selected scenario of Well Being First captures the ideology behind the Eco Gozo
vision and strategy and is therefore well met. The key challenges identified in this
document and other documents are real and it is interesting to see how the action
plans that will be developed will address these key challenges.
All in all it is a well presented document. It also shares our concerns on Malta’s and
Gozo’s main environmental challenges in the next 30 years. This document and the

Comments are being noted and will be
taken into consideration for the NSE and its
action plans. The NSE Wellbeing Vision
seeks
to
achieve
an
improved
neighbourhood environment recognising
the challenges of Malta’s urban areas:
noise levels, air quality, cleanliness,
greening, aesthetics, and access to open
spaces; and access to natural open
landscapes.

Comments noted. Citizen choices knows its
roots in all instances of education. The NSE
Wellbeing Vision is rooted in moving
beyond GDP in a holistic policy framework
that seeks environmental sentient
economic activity, grounded in the needed
behavioural change.
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action plans thereafter will be targeted at achieving a number of goals in 2050 and in
the years from now till then. Culture change takes as much time. So, we think that it
is crucial that the action plans address the educational aspect in all this at the very
start so as to enable a gradual culture change over the years – an elemental factor in
the identified challenges.
Feedback from the Wild Birds Regulation Unit within the Ministry for Gozo which Comments noted. ERA shall continue to
was a stakeholder in the initial phase of the consultation:
collaborate with key stakeholders.
The Wild Birds Regulation Unit concurs with the draft document especially given that
it has been recognised that one of the main themes and key environmental challenges
for the next 30 years is protecting biodiversity and thus biodiversity conservation and
halting biodiversity loss will be part of the main aims.
26

M Busuttil
19/09/2020

I doubt these suggestions will reach anywhere or have any impact but here goes..and
my duty as a citizen who cares for their country is done. Whether anything is done is
your responsibility.
And 2050?? Really??? We want action now!! We are in the middle of a terrible time,
the least we can do is to see some improvement in the environment!!!
Well-being...????
Everything around us effects our well being.
Malta is losing its identity and any unique characteristics it once enjoyed. The lack of
planning coming from every administration (i Dont care about politics our who is in
power..mistakes have been made for years and keep happening because both parties
are incapable of joining forces on issues of the country s well being!!!):
Block Manoel island development. There are enough shops and flats!!!!!. This is pure
greed for the few already rich families here!. Leave it as a natural park and lung
surrounding the fort.
Illegal structures and caravans along our coast lines must go. No negotiation. Clean
and clear up. They are nothing but disgusting shanty towns. This is total
discrimination! The coast line is for everyone to enjoy, as well as the few tourists still
coming here. Use this time to get rid of them once and for all.
The eyesores of bland concrete boxes going up everywhere. The comments from
foreigners coming from abroad is that everything is boring, built up, huge blank walls,

The NSE Wellbeing Vision seeks to set the
ultimate generational goal which is sought
to be taken forward in the National
Strategy for the Environment by defining
strategic priorities and milestone targets,
leading to interim 10-year action plans, to
bring about incremental change to 2050. In
doing so the NSE seeks to consolidate and
continue
to
strengthen
existing
environmental policy and efforts. The
Wellbeing First Vision also seeks to
increase the integration of nature into
urban areas and respect land take
limitations. Comments provided are noted
and will be considered in the NSE and its
action plans.
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Paul Debono
20/09/2020

colorless....no one makes an effort at actually building anything attractive or with
character and huge black walls are going up with every block of apartments.
Make it mandatory to put in greenery.
Take various villages and give them a color scheme a la Santorini...especially the
jungles around the bays which now have taken over!#!
Greenery to put in as many places as possible.
The industrial estates...from the first one in Marsa which is the first thing foreigners
see!!! Camouflage with Screens and plants and flowers!!
Same goes for bridges and tunnels which are dirty and black with exhaust!!
Inspections of businesses...take for example savemart supermarket. ( this is a possible
money spinner) They paint the front section and leave the back side of the building
falling to pieces..full of dirt etc!! These back areas are the front of other people's
houses!!! Make them clean up!
Effective Drainage on every road not we have to suffer the consequences every rain
fall!!! Lost water, damage and general embarrassment!
Stop issuing permits on ODZ!!!!!! Just stop
It is sad that in my life time, I had to see Malta deteriorating by the day. :(
If someone doesn't take responsibility and takes a serious look through the eyes of a
foreigner we are truly lost!
Re my recent comments about the public consultation, may I further add:
Comments noted and will be considered in
The construction industry should cease operations on saturdays and sundays, to give the NSE and its action plans.
a break in noises.
The equipment used by the construction industry, should be regularly inspected
against exessive noises and strict working hours established.
Mobile take away food kiosks, often make use of noisy electric motor
generators.These kind of generators should be subject to excessive noise levels
testing.
The sale of heavy machinary of any kind , especially, carpentry machines, should be
sold, subject to a licence, and restrictions as to where they must be installed , used,
and by whom to be operated .
Non industrial , home garages, should be used only for parking vechiles, and, if used
for other purposes, all windows, doors or other outlets, should be kept closed ,
together with adequate sound proofing .
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28

Suzanne Maas
Friends of the
Earth Malta
20/09/2020

Some industrial zones are too close to residential areas. Indeed, there are even small
industries, operating from garages in residential areas. There should be a
demarkation zone zone between an industrial and residential zone.
There are EU and international directives on the control of low flying aircraft noises,
especially , during the night. Malta International airport. should instruct pilots
accordingly, when flying low over Luqa, Zebbug, H Attard, and Mosta. These
directives, are not being enforced by MIA
Q1.
 A vision for a fossil fuel-free Malta must be drawn up and researched, and plans
for a fossil-fuel free Malta put in place. Ensure implementation of the current
Climate Action Act (2015). Start the process to review the Act in order to make it
more ambitious in a way to reflect the current reality of a climate emergency. A
climate change adaptation strategy should be put in place, given inevitable climate
change effects in the coming decades even if all emissions were to stop tomorrow.
 The government must preserve and restore environments that are carbon-sinks
and shift towards agro-ecology and food sovereignty.
 We need to protect nature and green spaces and ensure people have access to
them, especially also within our densely populated urban environment. We need
protection of mature trees – not just on paper. Although planting more trees is a
positive initiative, let us not delude ourselves into believing that planting saplings
have the same positive benefits for our environment and wellbeing as mature
trees. The same applies for replacing trees from urban environments and
replanting them away from communities.
 Road widening and replacing existing cars with electric ones are not real solutions
to the climate crisis but end of pipe solutions that transfer the emissions problem
from the car’s tailpipe to the chimney stack at the power station. Real solutions
are people-centred solutions. Green energy must be accessible to all at a
community level. Public and alternative transport must be at the heart of the
transition since in Malta transport is the largest source of greenhouse gases.
 The government should enact existing environmental legislation, such as the
Noise Pollution Bill, which has been promised since 2017.
 Living within our means, in terms of the resources we use, but also the waste
products we leave behind, from emissions to air and sea to physical waste.

Comments noted. The underlying spirit of
these points is captured by the Wellbeing
First Vision for 2050. The comments will be
considered in the next steps of developing
the NSE and its action plans, where the
details of strategic priorities, targets and how
we will get there will be outlined.
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A clean living environment. Dedication of human resources and funds towards the
upkeep, maintenance and cleaning of our public spaces. In terms of waste
management, our prime target must be waste reduction. Systems like the organic
waste separation and the bottle return schemes are highly commendable and,
hopefully, will be followed by other national schemes that will reduce national
waste generation.
 We need a green and just post-Covid19 recovery: 2020 will be remembered as the
year the world hit pause on our daily lives and our economies in response to the
coronavirus pandemic. We must ensure that the economies we build back are
more resilient, fairer and less destructive of our planet. This is the right moment
for the government to support citizens at a time when many are/will be struggling
to pay their bills. Instead of supporting big businesses, future economic stimulus
packages could help finance renewable energy support schemes and make homes
more energy efficient. 1
1 https://foemalta.org/blog/european-green-deal-save-europe-planet/
Q2.
 Measure the accessibility to the ecosystem services provided by the Maltese
environment. Formulate policies to protect and enhance accessibility to the
identified ecosystem services.
 Protection of the environmental intrinsic values whilst understanding their effects
on the national mental wellbeing. Protecting the natural environment whilst
enhancing the urban environment should be a priority to safeguard the mental
wellbeing of the population. Nature in our everyday environment is beneficial to
general wellbeing. It creates a sense of space and community. Green areas are an
important factor for individuals and communities establishing a ‘sense of place’
and ‘ownership’ of the landscape. Access to nature and activities in nature
improve self-reported wellbeing in disadvantaged groups and can contribute to
improved mental health. More and more initiatives are using nature for green
exercise and therapeutic purposes.
 While embracing environmentally friendly behaviours is a step in the right
direction, it must be acknowledged that we are locked in an unsustainable system
that encourages overconsumption and limits our ability to pursue low-impact
lifestyles. It is time to stop focussing on individual behaviour and ‘consumer’

In line with the spirit of the first and second
comment, the NSE Wellbeing Vision
promotes moving the management and
planning of urban spaces towards a
systems approach. Ecological systems, the
urban system, the buildings and spaces
that constitute this fabric are sought to be
managed as a environmental system whereby resource efficiency, and shift
towards a closed system is being pursued.
The Wellbeing First Vision also recognises
the need for implementation of a
sustainable transport policy and a modal
shift.
The importance of social cohesion and a
bottom-up active participation which
recognises different community realities,
opportunities and strengths, is fully
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choices within the current economic system since this can bring about only
marginal changes. Instead we have to collectively engage in changing our
economic model if we want to revert the current ecological overshoot and build a
sustainable economy.
New policy instruments should be designed to bring about ecological fair sharing
and a new economy based on the concept of 'sufficiency'. These instruments
should facilitate an equitable downscaling of industrialised countries'
environmental throughput, namely the rate at which they process and transform
energy and raw materials. And since a constant increase in the transformation of
natural resources into goods and services is ingrained in our current economic
system, this downscaling will challenge the current economic structures,
mechanisms and their legitimation, in particular the fundamental belief in the
feasibility of infinite economic growth. This implies a new direction for societies,
one in which they will organise and live differently from today. The sufficiency
transformation would entail that people work fewer hours in paid employment,
share jobs and services in many cases, and lead more convivial and less
materialistic lifestyles overall. Although economic activity would be more
localised, the state would have an important role both to limit material and energy
use, and redistribute income and wealth. This last one is an essential element of a
sustainable and equitable economic system: if we limit GDP growth then the only
way to increase the monetary income for the less well-off in society is through a
process of redistribution by reducing the income share of the richest and shifting
it to the poorest. Between the unsustainable extremes of overconsumption and
material poverty lies fair sharing and sufficiency, which is about using 'enough' for
humans to flourish without compromising the stability of the biosphere. 2
Consider having Universal Basic Services (UBS). This concept represents an
affordable alternative to a Universal Basic Income advocated by some economists.
An expansion of the concept of public services helps solve the problem of social
inequality. The same principles of universal access, free at the point of need, which
are already manifested in all EU countries for healthcare, public education and
legal services, should be extended to ‘shelter’, ‘food’, ‘transport’ and
‘information’.

endorsed by the NSE Wellbeing Vision. The
NSE Wellbeing Vision also recognises the
importance of a required shift in cultural
mind-set, citizen choices at every level and
in very role is core to the realisation of the
Wellbeing beyond GDP vision in the
upcoming NSE and its supplementing
action plans.
The quality-quantity balance expressed in
these comments are aligned to the spirit of
the NSE Wellbeing Vision, and the provided
recommendations will be considered in the
NSE development process.
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Work-life balance: The idea that we should all spend less time in paid work attracts
increasing interest and debate these days. Some envisage a new standard 30-hour
week; others a three-day weekend, additional national holidays, or lifetime
accounts that let people vary their hours across the life cycle. In any event, what
is envisaged is spending less time earning money, leaving more time for unpaid
work, care and leisure. There are plenty of reasons to embrace the idea. The
strongest protagonists tend to be parents and caregivers who want a better ‘worklife balance’. A genuinely sustainable economy requires a radical cut in resource
intensive production. Quite aside from the effects of automation, it will need a lot
less ‘person’ time. Reducing per capita working hours would make it easier to
spread a smaller amount of paid work more evenly across the population.
Reducing hours in paid work would release time for living more sustainably. A
great deal of resource-intensive consumption is triggered by our ‘busy-ness’. We
want things that are quick and convenient because we have too little time at our
disposal, so we travel by plane or car rather than by public transport, bike, or foot.
We buy processed ready-meals instead of preparing food and cooking it ourselves
(let alone growing it). We throw away possessions that are worn or broken and
buy new ones instead of repairing them. We haven’t got time to hire, lend or
borrow, so we and our neighbours have the same mountains of equipment in our
homes, although we use most of it very occasionally (if at all). Having more
disposable time will not change our habits overnight, but it could start to shift our
attitudes and priorities.



Design towns and villages (or what has now become one urban conglomerate of
towns) using the ‘15-minute city’ concept. In a ‘15-minute city’, everyone is able
to meet most, if not all, of their needs within a short walk or bike ride from their
home. It is a city composed of lived-in, people-friendly, ‘complete’ and connected
neighbourhoods. It means reconnecting people with their local areas and
decentralising city life and services. As cities work towards COVID-19 recovery, the
15-minute city is more relevant than ever as an organising principle for urban
development. It will help cities to revive urban life safely and sustainably in the
wake of COVID-19 and offers a positive future vision that mayors can share and
build with their constituents. More specifically, it will help to reduce unnecessary
travel, provide more public space, inject life into local cores, strengthen a sense of
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community, promote health and wellbeing, boost resilience to health and climate
shocks, and improve cities’ sustainability and liveability.
2
http://www.foeeurope.org/sites/default/files/resource_use/2018/foee_sufficiency_
booklet.pdf
Q3.
 Citizens organisations and Local Councils (association) and communities
 Children, teenagers, youth. They will live the longest, but currently have the
least opportunity to make their voice and priorities heard.
 Environmental and social NGOs
 Farmers and food producers
Q4.

Comments noted.
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Timothy Alden
The Malta
Chamber
20/09/2020

Comments noted. ERA will continue to
collaborate with these entities.

As a local environmental NGO, established in 1985, we have decades of
experience lobbying, campaigning and mobilising for a more just and
sustainable society. To have a look at our campaigns and projects, please
visit our website https://foemalta.org

Introduction
The pursuit of wellbeing as a pillar of political policy is gaining ground, though it is not
a new concept. As far back as 1998, the Prime Minister of Bhutan introduced the idea
of Gross National Happiness to the United Nations. Countries like the United Kingdom
have begun attempting to measure wellbeing as a national objective, while last year,
New Zealand released the world's first "wellbeing budget". The Malta Chamber
therefore welcomes the government's recognition that quality of life is dependent on
our environment, and recognises the economic reality underpinning the concept, as
it brings Malta up to speed with an approach now being taken around the world.
In its “Economic Vision for Malta 2020-2025”, the Malta Chamber declares its
intention to achieve a "smart, sustainable island", and it is stated that "The concept
of a smart Malta economy brings with it a new perspective on economic growth: one
that seeks constant improvement in the living conditions and the quality of people’s
lives, including the surrounding environment and its sustainability. Importantly, the

ERA welcomes and shares the recognised
need for intergovernmental and crosssectoral alignment of efforts towards
wellbeing, as is represented by the holistic
policy framework, and the beyond GDP
concepts which frame the NSE Wellbeing
Vision.
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two are not mutually exclusive. On the contrary, a smart Malta economy departs from
the traditional economic development approach. It is one that integrates sustainable
economic development. The state of the environment makes a significant
contribution to every citizen’s quality of life. Securing sustainable economic
development is no less critical than the constant endeavour to achieve increased
competitiveness. Driving economic growth while neglecting the environment is shortsighted and counterproductive. An important economic sector that may pay the cost
of such an approach is tourism."
Perit David Xuereb, President of the Malta Chamber, says of this vision "In this day
and age, the objective of individuals – both in the Government and of the nation at
large – should project beyond just the economic, and go that step further. It must
focus on sustainability and respect for our resources, the environment, and quality of
life for all."
It is in this spirit that the Malta Chamber is making its submissions towards the
National Strategy for the Environment 2050.
Q1. The Malta Chamber recognises that the economy, the mental and physical health
of the nation as well as its environment and culture are all interrelated and must thus
be addressed in a holistic fashion. At present, Malta’s resources are valued
inconsistently across fragmented authorities and regulations. Policy silos prevent
effective action, and political interference may undo years of investment and progress
in any one area overnight. Similarly, potential sources of wellbeing which could
provide immense value to the achievement of the goals of the National Strategy for
the Environment (NSE) are lost for lack of forward thinking, such as the remaining
green spaces in our towns and villages.
The Malta Chamber therefore believes that the country must take a proactive rather
than a reactive approach to protecting our environment; one which realistically
addresses the factors leading to a decline in wellbeing in many areas, while reassuring
citizens that there is a future worth looking forward to. In this regard, there is no use
taking cosmetic measures in favour of the environment if, for example, the problems
of the construction industry and in the Planning Authority are not seriously addressed,
as otherwise a lot of hard work in other sectors will quickly be outdone.
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To take stock of the resources the country has and maximize the value they provide
to wellbeing depends on a multifaceted definition which opens the door for the topic
to be looked at through new lenses and frameworks.
Therefore, a more standardised approach is required across the board. When policy
makers and board members, they should be referencing indexes which answer the
following questions:
How is the wellbeing of the community affected in terms of its mental health?
The Mental Health Strategy for Malta points out that according to the Organisation
for Economic Cooperation and Development, it is predicted that the “direct and
indirect costs of mental health can amount to over four per cent of GDP” for the
world's economies. Therefore, a healthy economy is intrinsically interconnected with
a healthy, happy population. In its recommendations for the budget, in its document
“A Smart Sustainable Island”, the Malta Chamber states that "it is the wellbeing of our
people that drives the economy, and economic growth must respect the country’s
sustainability goals and the physical and mental wellness of citizens".
Efforts should be made to establish the links between the state of Malta’s
environment and heritage and how this affects the mental health of Malta’s
communities. Similarly, the overdevelopment of the country should be assessed in
terms of the hidden economic impact it has as a result of mental health factors as well
as the impact on physical health.
How is the wellbeing of the community affected as regards its social cohesion?
In its “Economic Vision for Malta 2020-2025”, the Malta Chamber has also earmarked
"Social Cohesion" as one of its key principles, recognising also that a strong economy
must be underpinned by a strong community. The importance of the social dimension
will therefore to be explored. Although social factors were taken into consideration
through the multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA), the Malta Chamber believes that
the elevation of the social environment as a more central pillar of the NSE might be
the next step towards a more holistic approach. While social factors are transposed
from tools provided by the European Commission in the course of studies and surveys
carried out locally, there seems to be little research into the way these social factors
actually link to natural systems in Malta.

The NSE Wellbeing Vision recognises that
securing mental health, and physical
health are integral to access to a natural
and urban environment conducive to
healthy lifestyles. It is agreed that the
economic valuation of environmental
resources and their direct and indirect
benefits require further assessment.

The NSE is aimed to be developed in
recognition of existing policy, hence
seeking to consolidate and complement
the existing policy framework in
recognition of its role as the environmental
pillar of the sustainable development
armature. It is recognised that social
cohesion and solidarity, as an encompassing
strategic principle, is crucial for taking this
Vision forward and has been added
accordingly.
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There is scope to explore the relationship between individuals and their environment.
More importance must be given to the social impact of any decision, and in turn,
social impact assessments should be conducted more frequently and with far
greater scope, rather than as cosmetic exercises with pre-determined outcomes.

The NSE hence seeks to develop
environmental policy in scrutiny of the
dynamics and interplay of the components
forming part of the construct of the
remaining two sustainable development
pillars: Social & Economic, and this in
collaboration with stakeholders in seeking
to align policy efforts across the three
sustainable development matrix.

How is wellbeing influenced by culture?
The social criteria chosen for the MCDA were those used by the European Commission
for policy impact assessments. One of these factors in particular is "Culture", which is
likewise one of the points taken into consideration in New Zealand's 'wellbeing'
budget. The Malta Chamber's recommendations for the budget featured in its
document “A Smart Sustainable Island”, call for inspiration to be taken from the New
Zealand model, stating that "the Government should embark on a national discussion
on citizen wellbeing in society which should be the primary focus of government
spending."
If culture is therefore to be taken as a resource, we must find where it tangibly offers
wellbeing to the people of Malta. In doing so we adopt the additional tool and
analytical perspective of cultural economics into our strategy to achieve wellbeing. In
generally adopting these social and cultural dimensions, the expectation is that
increased scope and importance is given to many of the ERA's current objectives and
key challenges as well.
For example, one can ask what the relationship is between traditional Maltese
agricultural products and the wellbeing of the population. What value do these
products add to the wider Maltese experience? In this regard, while agriculture is
addressed by the Environment and Resources Authority (ERA) as a challenge, this
challenge stands to benefit from being addressed from many different directions, to
avoid policy fragmentation and to avoid getting stuck in policy silos. A more integrated
approach is more likely to provide holistic or unexpected solutions which add value
across the board.
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How can we protect people’s sense of place, purpose and connection?
The ERA adopts Eurostat’s definition of Quality of Life, which includes “Overall
experience of life” as one of its points. This more generally asks how life satisfaction
(cognitive appreciation), can affect a person’s feelings or emotional states, both
positive and negative, typically measured with reference to a particular point in time.
It also refers to eudaemonics (a sense of having meaning and purpose in one’s life, or
good psychological functioning).
This once again ties back to the importance of cultural resources, from agriculture to
architecture, which aside from offering a sense of wellbeing, place and purpose, also
ultimately contribute to Malta's larger tourism product and thus to the financial and
economic wellbeing of its people over the longer term through quality over quantity.
Malta's cultural resources therefore need to be given the appropriate value, lest they
be squandered, and a hidden cost paid by the country which is greater than the cost
of taking action today.
For example, the remaining gardens, fields and green enclaves within our towns and
villages provide hidden value not only in terms of ecology and air quality to the
locality, but also in terms of overall life experience. The challenge is to draw the
connection between wellbeing and the aesthetic and ambient experience of a
community.
How can we understand the relationship between people and their environment?
In stepping beyond the approach of policy silos and fragmented short-term policy
interventions, it would be useful to explore the definition of wellbeing from the most
holistic possible angle, and to therefore adopt a social-ecological systems discourse
(SES). This would prevent viewing the natural environment as something separate
from us, to be preserved against the megatrends and critical drivers identified by the
NSE. Instead one may find ways to tackle problems at their root cause, on the level of
institutions, culture and habits.
Eurostat further identifies "Governance and basic rights" as a wellbeing principle,
which includes trust in institutions. The SES approach recognises the place of
institutions as fundamental to the relationship between society and nature.
Ultimately, it is our institutions which have the most power over our shaping our local
environment, and failure to address institutional problems condemns the NSE to

The NSE Wellbeing Vision seeks to achieve
an improved neighbourhood environment
recognising the challenges of Malta’s
urban areas: noise levels, air quality,
cleanliness, greening, aesthetics, and
access to open spaces; and access to
natural open landscapes.
Drawing the connection between
wellbeing and the aesthetic and ambient
experience of a community is a challenge
that has been noted for further
consideration in the next steps of the
development of the Strategy and its Action
Plans.

The comment is in the spirit of the NSE
Wellbeing Vision and the strategic
principles to which it is committed. The
comments will be taken into consideration
in the development of the NSE and its
action plans.
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changes in the political winds. A holistic approach recognises that a lack of good
governance does not only directly affect wellbeing, but it does so indirectly also.
Therefore, the Malta Chamber proposes that as regards the definition of wellbeing,
attention is given not only to the state of the environment, but the relationship with
it.
In this sense, the Chamber's Economic Vision identifies the 'uglification' of Malta as
one of the main challenges facing the country, with far reaching consequences.
Putting people's interpretation and experience of their environment means
recognising the value of the collective memory, anecdotes, experiences and emotions
connected to places, buildings, landmarks and other identifiable objects that form a
part of the landscape. In turn, the aesthetics that go into modern building projects
clearly elicit a negative public reaction, and there is an easily measured impact on the
country's tourism product, beyond the direct impact on the wellbeing of society.
Q2.
a. Enforcement
In its document, “Ethical Business Calls for Change – a manifesto for Good
Governance”, the Malta Chamber recognises that Malta has a long-standing problem
with enforcement. A lack of enforcement, and abuse of our rules and regulations for
political gain, runs the risk of any policy or political vision amounting to hot air.
The Malta Chamber's good governance document calls for the introduction of
"measures to eliminate nepotism and clientelism". Enforcers and decision makers
should be held accountable for their judgements, including board members on the
Planning Authority. In its electoral manifesto, the government promised the setting
up of an Environmental Court, whose remit should not only include combating
environmental crimes committed by private citizens but should allow penalisation
where public servants clearly violate policy.
In its good governance document, the Malta Chamber calls for the introduction of
"integrity certification for key positions, whereby such persons undergo yearly
training and examination". The Malta Chamber's good governance document further
calls for "competency certification" for such chairpersons and board members.
Certain professions rely on a warrant to practice, and malpractice is punished through
the removal of such a warrant. Along with fundamental organisational reform, a
similar system should exist for individuals such as board members in the Planning

The emphasis on the need of an
Environmental Court, is noted and shall be
taken into consideration in the
development of the NSE and its action
plans.
Furthermore, to achieve the Wellbeing
First Vision, principles, such as governance,
accountability,
transparency
and
leadership, are committed to and will
guide
the
development
and
implementation of the Strategy and its
Action Plans.
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Authority who vote on developments, as their decisions have a national impact, and
a lack of accountability could otherwise jeopardize the NSE overnight at any point
over the next few decades. A track record of abuses and exploitation of loopholes
running back decades attests to this.
Similarly, the manner of appointment of board members should be changed to
remove unwelcome political influence and to ensure the highest standards of
accountability and professional excellence.
b. Integrated Governance
Action must also be coordinated across sectors and Ministries for the success of the
NSE to be possible. It is no use having a push for wellbeing from one authority, only
to have it undermined by the decisions taken in another. To this end, the Malta
Chamber supports the Kamra Tal-Periti's comments on the NSE which calls for the
establishment of a Policy Coordination Unit in the Office of the Prime Minister. In turn,
the relevant authorities should have the power to actually implement the NSE, and
the ERA needs to "adequately resourced and be further strengthened on a par of the
Planning Authority", as per the Malta Chamber's good governance document.
The Malta Chamber also believes that the Kamra Tal-Periti's comments from May
2019 during a previous consultation period on the vision have not yet been fully
addressed. There remains a strong need to offer reassurance that the NSE's targets
will be tied to solid, clear deliverables and Key Performance Indicators, backed by
continuous studies and bottom-up feedback from the community. In turn, one should
be able to measure progress towards the vision's objectives transparently, and
progress tracked in a publicly available manner that stretches out across successive
administrations. Furthermore, in pursuit of holistic application of policy, attention
should be drawn to the Kamra Tal-Periti's document, “A Modern Building and
Construction Regulation Framework”, which calls for the 22 institutions regulating
building and construction to be brought together under more unitary administration
and legislation.
It is essential if the “Wellbeing First” vision is to succeed that destructive actions are
not taken unilaterally elsewhere, such as the push to create a concrete pier in
Comino’s Blue Lagoon to cater towards greater tourist numbers and the excessive
commercialisation of a fragile space. If Malta’s natural capital is not defended while

The comment is being noted in the spirit of
the NSE Wellbeing Vision, which seeks to
achieve a holistic policy framework and
promote joined up government, also in
collaboration with private entities.
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efforts are made to push sustainability elsewhere, then it will be a case of one step
forward and two steps back.
c. Quality over Quantity
In its “Economic Vision for Malta 2020-2025”, the Malta Chamber recognises the
value of intangible aspects of Malta's patrimony. It sees these as being under threat
if the country does not ably navigate the challenges of limited "carrying capacity".
The need to adhere to Malta's limitations underpins the drive for quality over
quantity across sectors, from tourism to construction. It is crucial, therefore, to
prioritize quality over quantity in the development of policies and in their
implementation and enforcement.
It is quality which evokes a sense of wellbeing. Respecting Malta's carrying capacity,
however, must also uphold the principle of social cohesion, respecting foreign
residents in the country, who form an integral part of our society. A call to
sustainability is in the interests of all living in our archipelago.
Further stretching Malta's carrying capacity runs the risk of permanent damage,
which would include Gozo becoming a replica of Malta, as it would inherit all its
problems and lose its own charms. In this sense, the Malta Chamber recognises that
there are resources which the country possesses which have not been properly
recognised or valued. Amongst these resources are characteristics which make Gozo
special and allow it to offer a sense of wellbeing to its residents and to those who
visit the island. Gozo requires special protection in line with its character and
identity, and the planning regime cannot apply the same standards to Gozo as it
does to Malta.
d. Sustainable Mobility
Gozo's special significance in our country also means that the government should
reconsider its decision to build a tunnel between Malta and Gozo. The consideration
should be for studies in the direction of a mass transit system, not a car tunnel.
As more than 500 people every year die prematurely due to air pollution in Malta, it
is crucial that mobility and traffic shifts away from the use of fossil duel cars, instead
towards mass mobility, electric transport and other sustainable mobility solutions. A
matter of particular importance that the policy should address is the "infrastructure
needed for charging vehicles, be it at fuel stations, in towns, home garages, car
parks, and so forth. The policy should also seek to establish Malta as a test bed for

Quality is intrinsic to an improved
environment and the comment is noted.
It is recognised that social cohesion and
solidarity, as an encompassing strategic
principle, is crucial for taking this Vision
forward and has been added accordingly.

Comment is noted; the Wellbeing First
Vision seeks the implementation of a
sustainable transport policy and a modal
shift.
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hydrogen powered vehicles." Public transport systems in the country in turn need
to evolve. Technical and financial feasibility studies should therefore take place on
rapid transit solutions between towns and villages.
The Malta Chamber's recommendations for the budget featured in its document “A
Smart Sustainable Island” call for a shift towards teleworking, which would in turn
reduce traffic congestion & increase road safety.
Flexible Working Patterns have been proven to increase worker productivity,
increase job satisfaction and lead to a better quality of life - though this is
dependent upon the manner of implementation of such schemes, which is
paramount.
e. Greener Construction
The construction sector must be greened through "sustainable construction codes
and guidelines'', and the introduction of green certification. It should be the case that
"all new construction consist of positive green energy buildings." Application of
global best practices and taking advantage of new technologies should be
complemented by further investment "in Research and Innovation specifically within
the Construction sector, to ensure an improved sustainable built environment with
the use of better and improved technology", as per the document “A Smart
Sustainable Island”. This will require extensive studies to provide benchmarks and the
necessary data on the current situation.
There should be continuous and more far reaching "incentives for the Regeneration
of Dilapidated Areas" and a "Review of Local Plans: with respect to the natural
environment as the top priority, aiming for quality, high standards and improved
quality of life while raising the bar in outdoor living concepts by embellishing public
spaces, all encouraged by the introduction of focused masterplans."
The government must also incentivize "a Circular Economy and promote the use of
recycled material especially in the construction industry." This would include the
incentivization of reuse of materials resulting from demolition and the inclusion of
recycled plastics in construction.
As the ERA itself notes, the country's globigerina limestone has been designated as a
Global Heritage Stone Resource (GHSR), and its sustained presence in the aesthetics
of Malta's buildings remains an important factor in the maintenance of a sense of
place, purpose, quality and wellbeing. Its continued use, reuse and recycling should

In line with the spirit of this comment, the
NSE Wellbeing Vision promotes moving the
management and planning of urban spaces
towards a systems approach. Similar to
Malta Chamber’s above point on social –
ecological systems, the urban system, the
buildings and spaces that constitute this
fabric are managed as a environmental
system - whereby resource efficiency, and
shift towards a closed system is being
sought.
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take place in a wider context of a push to protect Maltese image, such as through the
reintroduction of a fully-fledged aesthetics board. Maintaining the appropriate use
of limestone, and ensuring its successful place in a circular economy, should not only
be motivated by environmental concerns, but factors relating to the cultural economy
should be at play as well.

f. Taking stock of existing resources which greatly contribute to wellbeing
Malta's inventory of environmental and heritage resources essential for the wellbeing
of our country is incomplete. For example, most buildings are only assessed for
whether they should be Scheduled or not on an ad hoc basis. Many heritage buildings
of value to the community are therefore left unacknowledged. They are never
assessed through the lens of whether they deserve to be Scheduled or not on time,
before permission is given for them to be torn down on the basis of one policy or
another, without ever taking into account the holistic picture.
A case in point is the recent Scheduling of the Nicholas Monsarrat's former residence
in San Lawrenz, Gozo. A protracted battle was fought between residents and
developers, as the context of the famous author of The Kappillan of Malta came under
threat.
Many heritage resources are left unprotected, despite clearly deserving protection,
which can only be achieved in a tug of war with short-term economic
interests.Likewise, the protected status of many heritage buildings is threatened
when developers repeatedly file to have those protections removed, until at last, a
sympathetic board takes its seat and allows for the demolishing of the location in
question. This back and forth must stop.
Similarly, the remaining fields, gardens and green lungs in our towns and villages are
rapidly being built up. Each one provides value to the locality’s ecology, aesthetics,
and air quality, providing much greater value to the entire community and country in
that form than as poorly constructed apartment blocks, themselves a result of policy
loopholes. These green enclaves require the highest levels of protection, and possible
incorporation into public projects, such as conversion into public spaces. This could
be achieved through public-private partnerships, whereby businesses join
government in buying these remaining green spaces and embellishing them as a form

Understanding the economic processes,
and the economic value of the
environmental components that sustain
our daily activities, is fundamental for the
measures that will be proposed in the NSE.
This is necessary to provide foresight and
contribute to proactive environmental
policy making that is more flexible to the
demands of a dynamic economy. The
valuation of Malta's environmental
resource use, is currently limited to an
understanding of the use of renewable and
non-renewable resources through market
transactions, as represented through the
GDP and GVA metrics for resources
originating in Malta. This inadvertently
limits environmental valuation to selected
resources and excludes the systematic
valuation of other resources that are
directly used and indirectly used, and
altogether excludes the valuation of any
non-use values. ERA will continue to
collaborate with key stakeholders during
the development of the NSE and its action
plans, in order to understand and explore
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of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). Areas such as the last green space in Fgura
(ir-Razzett ta’ Spiru), Villa Bonici in Sliema or Villa Golcher in Mosta all boast large
open spaces in the hearts of their respective communities which add tremendous
unappreciated value to their respective locations, and could offer much more under
such schemes.
Therefore, we must make a greater proactive effort to take stock of what the country
possesses. We must then study the value of these places to their respective
communities and streetscapes, rather than study each one in isolation. We are losing
resources without ever recognising the value they contribute to the wellbeing of the
community. We are firefighting, when we should be working on fire prevention and
the retention of what we already have.
g. Education
In the budget proposals, it is further expressed that achieving a sustainable tomorrow
is heavily dependent on education. To reach a Zero Carbon Economy we must
incentivise "Training and Education in Sustainability in the widest context, including
but not limited to, buildings and transport." The document also states that
"additionally, the Government should Remove VAT on the development of LEED
Platinum Certified Buildings."
A holistic approach would encourage Malta to acquire the knowledge and experience
amongst our workforce to actually work in future with green certification such as
LEED. At present, aside from lacking the data, we also lack the human resources to
fully adopt frameworks which allow for sustainable development abroad.
h. Sustainable Finance/Green Auditing
The government must work hand in hand with banks and financial institutions to
encourage a market shift towards sustainable practices. This can be achieved through
the incentivization of all things sustainable – such as recycling of construction waste.
Furthermore, the government should embark on green procurement on all levels.
Furthermore, banks may be encouraged to collaborate in Corporate Social
Responsibility projects by rewarding enterprises which assist the government in
meeting its “Wellbeing First” goals, and favourable treatment should in general be
given towards all actions which promote a sustainable future. In turn, the
construction industry may be drawn towards quality over quantity in this fashion, and
heritage and environment conservation given greater priority.

the potentials of realising environmental
accounting in a national context.

Comment noted. The NSE process seeks to
identify and prioritise the different
instances whereby a lacuna in the
supporting management framework is not
conducive to the achievement of the NSE
strategic priorities. The NSE targets will be
supported by an action plan providing a
roadmap to addressing these lacuna with
the ultimate aim of achieving the NSE
strategic priorities.
Directing financial and capital flows to
genuine green investments is an aspect
that has emerged through the consultation
process supporting the development of the
NSE Wellbeing First Vision, and this is in
line with EC commitments established in
the European Green Deal for the
development of an EU Green Bond
Standard. Green investment (and its
subsequent auditing) is a tool with
recognised potential, and ERA will
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Green auditing should be introduced, whereby compliance with environmental
standards and legislation is sought, helping Malta to keep to its international targets
and commitments, and where the carbon footprint of our government and businesses
are measured and then followed up with solutions in hand

continue to collaborate with key
stakeholders during the development of
the NSE and its action plans, in order to
understand and explore the potentials of
realising this in a national context.

Q3.
The Malta Chamber welcomes that in the NSE, it is stated that "the business
community is recognised as an important component that can affect Malta’s
environment and can action measures that will be integral to the NSE." Private
enterprise in Malta has already established its interest in a "smart, sustainable
island", running parallel to the government's vision for "Wellbeing First".
For a strategy which actually delivers on happiness, wellbeing and quality of life, it is
essential that these otherwise intangible concepts are linked to constant engagement
of society at large. While in Malta's political system, citizens are never far from their
politicians and decision makers, this usually only takes place in a strictly partisan
context, where the dialogue is framed by tribal conflict. In this sense, public
engagement should shift from being about what the individual can extract from the
state as a result of clientelism, and should shift towards what the entire community
stands to benefit by overcoming superficial differences, following the social cohesion
principle. NGOs, residents' associations, and local councils may act as interlocutors
in this regard, facilitating a bottom-up approach to the implementation of the NSE
and allowing continuous fine tuning and adjustments, so as to meet people's needs
within their own context.
So as to address the 'uglification' of Malta, the artistic community should be engaged
so as to work hand in hand with developers, contractors and architects, so as to
innovate ways to beautify projects and indeed the country as a whole. Private
enterprise, co-operatives, NGOs, and all of the above identified stakeholders should
sit around the table and cross-pollinate ideas, searching for areas to collaborate to
produce value for society, innovate and come up with new enterprises and projects
which are both environmentally and financially sustainable. There should be solid
communication channels created to bind stakeholders for the duration of the NSE's

Malta Chamber’s comments of the
importance of social cohesion and a
bottom-up active participation which
recognises
different
community
opportunities and strengths, is endorsed
by the NSE Wellbeing Vision. The NSE
Wellbeing Vision also recognises the
importance of a required shift in cultural
mind-set, citizen choices at every level and
in very role is core to the realisation of the
Wellbeing beyond GDP vision in the
upcoming NSE and its supplementing
action plans.
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implementation, to resolve fragmentation and the inability of expertise, knowledge,
and best practices to reach decision makers.
Finally, Malta stands to benefit from realising how it is affected by environmental
events abroad. The recent examples of forest fires across the globe and intentional
deforestation of the Amazon have a direct impact on our health and wellbeing. The
country’s efforts to reduce its carbon footprint are in vain, if, for example, the Amazon
reaches a tipping point and the investment of the Green New Deal proves futile. In
this regard, stakeholders in Malta’s “Wellbeing First” vision may be interpreted as the
country’s European colleagues, as partners in taking concerted action at home and
abroad. A sense of wellbeing must surely arise from a sense of confidence in the
future, tied integrally to tackling the question of climate change, as climate anxiety
becomes another wellbeing challenge in society today.
Malta may punch above its weight in this regard, thanks to its position on the
European Council, its MEPs in the European Parliament and its voice within the
European Commission. On all levels, Malta is able to exert influence on key issues
above and beyond our population or the size of the country. Just as Malta made a
great impact on maritime regulations through Arivd Pardo and the Law of the Sea, so
too can Malta leverage its influence inside the European Union to take a leading
position in holding the continent’s partners to account and take a leading position on
environmental issues, crucial to Malta’s health in every respect in – from the
economic to the physical – in the years to come.
Q4.
The Malta Chamber may facilitate a roundtable discussion between its members and
government so as to identify the best practices, policies and actions necessary for the
NSE to succeed. In doing so, the strategy may result in the best possible outcomes for
both private enterprise and society on the whole.
In turn, the Malta Chamber may encourage its members to take the necessary steps
and actions to keep them in line with the NSE and seek out new synergies with
stakeholders as the process unfolds.
There is also scope to develop Corporate Social Responsibility projects whereby
businesses mutually invest in greening projects, such as to acquire Malta’s remaining
green spaces in our towns and villages, and proactively protect them or certain
heritage developments in partnership with government.

ERA
welcomes
Malta
Chamber’s
endorsement, initiative, and commitment
to the NSE Wellbeing Vision in the spirit of
the previous comment, a commitment
which is required and encouraged from
other representatives of society at large.
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Should the government engage the Malta Chamber adequately and hold an ongoing
discussion on its policy recommendations, then in turn it will be easier for the Malta
Chamber to encourage its members to engage with and pursue the “Wellbeing First”
vision. Therefore, it is imperative that the government involves the Malta Chamber in
the various stages of the process and its implementation, as in doing so, it will create
a vested interest on the part of private enterprise to see the strategy succeed, and
adjustments which may be necessary can be made in an agile, efficient and fast way.

Comments received through online form
1

Ryan Mifsud
Fortress Alliance
Group
20/07/2020

2

Anonymous
24/07/2020

Q1: To utilise existing opportunities in the construction and design of new homes and Comments noted and are in line with the
living environments that are ECO friendly and self-sufficient
concept of sustainable buildings included in
the Wellbeing First Vision.
Q2: A new Nature / Wellbeing bond to be introduced to facilitate households in Directing financial and capital flows to
becoming truely Environmently Friendly. Email with document to follow
green investments is an aspect that has
emerged through the consultation process
supporting the development of the NSE
Wellbeing First Vision, and this is in line
with EC commitments established in the
European Green Deal for the development
of an EU Green Bond Standard. Green
investment is a tool with recognised
potential, and ERA will continue to
collaborate with key stakeholders during
the development of the NSE and its action
plans, in order to understand and explore
the potentials of realising this in a national
context.
Q3. Government, MEPA, New Entity
Comments noted.
Q4: Please see document which will be sent in the next week or so.
Comments noted.
Q1: Living in urban areas with LESS noise pollution, construction, dust, traffic.
Comments noted. The NSE Wellbeing Vision
seeks
to
achieve
an
improved
neighbourhood environment recognising
the challenges of Malta’s urban areas:
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3

Ramon Falzon
03/08/2020

4

Tony Meli
06/08/2020

noise levels, air quality, cleanliness,
greening, aesthetics, and access to open
spaces; and access to natural open
landscapes.
Q2: Control the construction industry. Sop importation of products which harm the Comments noted and are in line with the
environment (eg. lighting fixtures and equipment (light pollution), machinery that is spirit of the Wellbeing First vision.
not ideal for Malta, single use plastic, clothes which are made from harmful material
that damage environment once disposed, etc
Q3. Planning Authority who issues permits. The Local Plans need to be reviewed to Comments noted. and ERA will continue to
limit the current problems.
collaborate with key stakeholders during
the development of the NSE and its action
plans, including the Planning Authority.
Q4: Reduce this current obsession on making money in a short while without taking Comments noted and are in line with one of
into consideration environmental costs.
the main pillars of the Wellbeing First Vision,
that of moving ‘beyond GDP’ as a measure of
success.
Q1: Right for clean air
Comments noted and cleaner air is integral
to the Wellbeing First Vision.
Q2: Give people more control when it comes to environmental decisions
Comment noted. The NSE shall be prioritising
measures looking to enable citizens to make
sustainable choices and engaging citizens in
environmental matters.
Q3. Ngo's
Comments noted. ERA will continue to
collaborate with these entities.
Q4: Encourage friends and family to join in the initiative
Comments noted.
Q1: Having public and private entities run professionally by suitably qualified persons. The comment is being noted in the spirit of
the NSE Wellbeing Vision.
Q2: Environmental and correlated health values cannot be solely linked to financial Comments noted and are in line with one of
returns. The lives of all species matter and the Wellbeing Vision should be so the main pillars of the Wellbeing First Vision,
orientated.
that of moving ‘beyond GDP’ as a measure of
success.
Q3. All NGOs associated with nature/wildlife conservation.
Comments noted. ERA will continue to
collaborate with these entities.
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5

Elizabeth Micallef
10/08/2020

6

Elizabeth Micallef
10/08/2020

7

Albert Attard

Q4: There is a tendency in most bids for quotations and tenders to go for the cheapest
offer, irrelevant to the quality of work being delivered. When Local Council and other
Landscape works are being given to entities with no professional qualifications,
irreparable damage is being carried out to trees and other greenscapes. More
scientific collection of limited rainwater and recharging of the aquifer shall also be
crucial.
Q1: Go to a wooded area where there will be no man-made objects around .
Q2: Beautify our towns and villages with endemic trees and shrubs who will be the
responsibility of social volunteer group. Fund raising Money collected for water and
buying local endemic plants only.

Comments noted and will be taken into
consideration in the development of the NSE
and its Action Plans.

Comments noted.
Comments noted. The Wellbeing First vision
seeks to increase integration of nature in
urban areas and engage citizens in
environmental matters.
Q3. Education promotions on TV on prestige of a well looked after garden, potted Comments noted and will be taken into
plants , village square planters.
consideration in the drafting of the NSE and
Q4: Education promotions on saving water. Government authority to use 2nd class its Action Plans.
water for trees all over Malta. Replenish the soil moisture and not allow this water to
run to the sea.
Q1: A huge campaign of subsidy to install solar panels on buildings. Friendly Comments noted and will be taken into
concessions and honest collaboration from ARMS.
consideration in the drafting of the NSE and
its Action Plans.
Q2: Reduce number of cars, especially large ones. Need to garage cars at night or take Comments noted. The Wellbeing First vision
them off the street if you want to own a car.
seeks to move away from the reliance on
private vehicles.
Q3. Dog owners need to pay a substantial sum of money for a licence for their dogs Comments are noted.
to be able to go outside on tbe street which they use as a public toilet. We have to
walk in smelly dirty streets because of these dog owners.
Q4: A stronger effort to pick up stray cats. Cat feeders are very aggressive and selfish.
In order for them to be happy , many others have to put up with smells, scratches on
cars and eyesore from cat boxes.
Q1: Please put pressure on Authorities to have Rangers around the open space of Comments noted and will be taken into
Mellieha, Ahrax Mizieb beaches and so on. The amount of litter on a daily basis is consideration in the drafting of the NSE and
horrendous. Its giving Malta a VERY bad name. Only enforcement can change things its Action Plans.
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No To Litter,
Mellieha
10/08/2020

8

Cittadin
13/08/2020

9

Janet Walker
13/08/2020

10

Malti
Individwu

Q2: Definate protection of little left countryside / open spaces, more real greening in
any possible way of urban areas. Planting more indigenous trees on a big scale🌳 in
plots of lands were its depeletated and not used for agriculture
Q3. The whole country. Every penny invested has a return in the economy both
financially and healthwise both mentaly and physically
Q4: We set up a group to clean the country side round Mellieha. Too much of it.
Construction waste is beyond us and not sure how to tackle it. We are ear marking
areas to be planted with indigenous trees. Hopefully the process will not be very long
and painful
Q1: The right to live at home in quite environment, to have trees to serve as shades
from the sun while walking on pavements, to live safely at home without the fear of
being killed from next door construction, to go out and recreate in the natural
environment without the need to pay, etc
Q2: Environment should be given same weighting by politicians and decision takers.
Environmental costs (including health costs) are to be included in the same formula
as economic and other factors, when deciding decisions on laws, policies,
development applications, etc.
Q3. Politicians (both parties). Without their direct involvement, this will only stay on
paper.....
Q4: Politicians should give an example.
Q1: We should go for more open areas, whearas green areas should remain green,
were a field is still a field, there should be a scheem where the government can buy
the property and use as an open space/park for community use.
Q2: Health and safety,but not on paper , all should be enforced to top standards
Q3. No idea
Q4: In Malta we have everything on paper but no enforcement whatsoever. It's an
island build on make-up....

Comments noted; the Wellbeing First Vision
seeks to increase the integration of nature
into urban areas.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.

Comments noted; the Wellbeing First Vision
seeks to increase nature into urban areas
and provide access to nature.
Comments noted. Having the environment
at par with the economy is one of the key
pillars of the Wellbeing First vision.
Comments noted.

Q1: Hajja Sana. Sahha tajba. Familja maghquda u kuntenta.

Comments noted.
Comments noted, the Wellbeing First
Vision seeks to increase the integration of
nature into urban areas.
Comments noted.
Comments noted.
Comments noted; the NSE and its action
plans will seek to empower and enable
enforcement as a tool as a tool amongst
others to achieve the Wellbeing Vision.
Il-kumment ġie nnutat.

Q2: ERA bl istess sahha tal planning authority.

Il-kumment ġie nnutat.
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11

19/08/2020
James Galea
19/08/2020

Q3. Il kabinett u l parlament u l partiti politici.
Q1: Green Buildings i.e. integrated building services such as solar panels, reservoirs,
green roofs, natural HVC systems.
Q2: Mass shift to commuting by public transport, motorcycles and e-bikes
Q3. The citizens themselves, the government and the Bicycle Advocacy Group
Q4: Promoting the use of e-bikes in my community.

12

Malta First
20/08/2020

Q1: Residential areas, Communities are being trampled over by businesses not
following policies or rules, lack of respect to the elderly who lived in the area for
generations. This is leading to a social breakdown of communities being replaced and
moved out of there homes by businesses, this shift is leaving areas with broken
communities or no communities at all. There is need of better and stronger residents
first approach. The policies are there but not being followed by the PA or ERA, people
cannot plan or invest in a future if plans are broken. Residential areas changed to
commercial areas, villa areas changed to flats, UCA's destroyed by greed and bad
planning.

Il-kumment ġie nnutat.
Comment noted and is in line with the spirit
of the Wellbeing First Vision.
Comment noted, the Wellbeing First Vision
seeks sustainable transport policy.
Comments noted. ERA will continue to
collaborate with these entities.
Comment noted.
Comments are being noted. The NSE
Wellbeing Vision seeks to achieve an
improved neighbourhood environment
recognising the environmental challenges
of Malta’s urban areas.

Q2: Zero Diesel and Petrol cars unless they are classics, Increase in Solar Panels for Comments noted.
residential areas, remove restrictions on amount of solar panels allowed, allow more
than one electric meter per house hold and make it easier to get more panels. There
is to much unneeded red tape for good things like solar panels in built up areas. Start
to prepare for the new Electric Generation. We going to need double what we have
today.
Q3. Government Entities PA, TM, ERA, Police , Enemalta
Comments noted. ERA will continue to
collaborate with these entities.
Q4: Bought Electric Car, Want to do more solar panels to be carbon neutral but cant Comments noted.
due to old policies that allow very little amount of solar panels on single phase, three
phase too expensive to install and maintain. We are keeping things back for no reason.
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13

Hans Friederich

Q1: Feeling comfortable with the physical developments around you

Comments noted.

Q2: Enforcement of some of the very good intentions, like:
- Better transport planning on Gozo - restrict maximum load of trucks, restrict size
of buses, install light railway from Mgarr to Victoria (and onwards); create
pedestrian centre of Victoria and construct large parking garage near the bus
station;
- Promote climate friendly tourism aimed at high-end of market visitors - ban large
beach parties on Hondoq or Dahlet Qorrot, create walking circuits in main
villages, electric public transport only, encourage and support local art hubs in
village centres, control high-rise developments and maintain village centre
characteristics, support nature-tourism like rock-climbing, canoeing, walking,
cycling; ban off-the-road motorcycle/quad activities;
- Proper management of hunting and trapping so that tourists and visitors do not
get caught in stand-offs; clarify land ownership and access rights; create nonhunting/trapping zones.
- Encourage research and launch pilot projects for alternative energy from waves,
sea currents, off-shore floating solar panels, off-shore wind, in addition to widespread installation of solar panels on every large building with a flat roof. Malta
should be able to provide (most of) its energy from renewable resources, and not
depend on cables from Sicily or LPG plants.
Q3. Local tourism entrepreneurs, NGOs, Foreigners living full-time on the island - they
came here for a reason, and many have interesting perspectives on planning and
development
Q4: Support climate friendly travel through SUNxMalta, and help make Gozo a true
eco-tourism destination

Comments noted and will be taken into
consideration for the NSE and its action
plans.

22/08/2020

Comments noted. ERA will continue to
collaborate with these entities.
Comments noted.
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14

Nicole Sacco
Student
24/08/2020

Q1: I fully agree with the above statement and in my opinion the word 'Wellbeing'
rightly justifies the need to start anticipating more the consequences of our daily
actions for a more sustainable future. In my opinion, I think that although sometimes
the environment seems to be at distance from our daily routines, in reality it's the
other way round. Having based my dissertation on a related subject as well, I strongly
believe that the way forward here in Malta would definitely be to start educating and
integrating the consequences of every action in our daily lives, especially showing
concrete facts and examples of these consequences. Expose the reality.
Q2: Having an accountancy background, if we had to start focusing 'beyond our GDP',
we first need to start anticipating the fact that for the majority of the Maltese
companies, environmental responsibility and sustainability is no where to be found
on their agenda! As a country, we need to target what really matters meaning that
educating suppliers and distributors and local manufacturers what this
"environmental responsibility" truly means AND provide adequate help and
assistance for companies to refer to along the way, inviting specialists from this area
to bring forward their views. Findings from my dissertation (carried out May 2020)
resulted that most local companies do require assistance in this regard and would
clearly be interested in having more frequent valuable and fruitful seminars and focus
groups from which they can learn and adjust to new norms. Besides this, many
affirmed that it would be beneficial if the government had to consider the
introduction of a platform acting as an intermediary between the local companies and
the government directing companies to reach higher more sustainable goals and in
return the company would be rewarded for its' achievements. Benefits relating to tax,
environmental audits, higher publicity, etc. This needs to go hand in hand with an
ongoing customer focused campaign that truly incentivize the locals to consider their
impact and shift to more greener products hence benefits would also need to be
derived a customer's point of view. For change to take place, both customers and
suppliers would expect a benefit since the ultimate "environmental benefit" is not
directly visible - by rewarding customers' and companies' efforts for producing and
buying eco-friendly and sustainable alternatives, this would automatically generate
more enthusiasm and locals would be more pro-active towards reaching 2050 goals.
EXPLAIN IT TO THEM

Comments noted. The NSE shall be seeking
to enable positive behavioural changes
among citizens.

Comments noted and shall be taken into
consideration in the drafting of the NSE and
its action plans. ERA shall also, amongst
others, be collaborating with representatives
of businesses and companies to improve
their environmental sustainability.
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Q3. I believe that the government is the most important stakeholder here. Initiatives
and incentives on large scale are highly required hence it is essential for the
government to be part of this movement. However, as already said companies do play
a role as well not just the locals. Companies form a huge part of our economy and as
referred to in the sustainability definition economy and environment together with
social inclusion all form part of a more sustainable future. Hence companies are able
to play an important role in shifting mindsets and drive change with their actions.
Clearly a well set out plan is required in this area so no loopholes are left behind.
Q4: From a customer's point of view, the majority are not even aware of the real Comments noted and will be taken into
consequences when consuming products be it plastic packaged products, food waste consideration in the development of the NSE
in general or simply recycling the right way.
and its action plans.
The first goal is to educate as much as possible, utilizing media space adequately
enough. This needs to go hand in hand with a reward system, similar to the current
COVID voucher system. This is to have a points system or vouchers to spend or even
discounts maybe that are given in return to customers when buying an alternative
sustainable product for example: refilling containers for detergent rather than buying
5 bottles every month. On the other hand, plastic containers be it bottles, detergent,
food containers, meaning any container that is washable and recycled easily would be
taxed say an extra 50c each and then if returned the tax would be refundable. This
way the customer would be willing to keep it and get the refund not simply consume
the product without proper recycling taking place, especially noticing our recycling
rate in Malta.
This might be achievable if the customer had to had an online profile linked with the
e-id for example where green CERTIFIED products can be scanned and inputted in the
system for the rewards to be utilized by the customer. This system /application would
need to be tested so that no loopholes would be left. For example customer provides
a scan of the shopping receipt/ chit and the system on the other hand would need to
assure this chit/receipt can only be scanned once and further guarantee that the
products bought are in fact listed in the certified green products section. This would
encourage a positive behaviour between customers and similarly suppliers would be
encouraged to consider green products so they would benefit from company reward
as well. REWARDS, POINTS, PERFORMANCE REVIEWS, together with EDUCATION are
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15

Amanda Cassar
11/09/2020

16

Josienne
Facchetti
15/09/2020

beyond important for companies and customers to consider in implementing this
change in their daily routines.
Q1: planning feasible projects which assist in building a healthier environment,
without imposing/demanding a drastic change in lifestyle
Q2: (1) plant MANY native trees (not plants) allover the islands; (2) encourage more
remote working; (3) when planning new road infrastructure, always include proper
and safe bike lanes - if this is done, create incentives to use bikes/e-bikes; (4) more
incentives on consuming less, and recycle more, water/plastic products
Q3. the government and its policies / local councils

Comments noted.
Comments noted and are in line with the
Wellbeing First Vision.

Comments noted. ERA will continue to
collaborate with these entities.
Q4: adhere to new policies put in place, and when possible get involved in Comments noted.
opportunities to assist with projects - such as activities organised by the local council
Q1: Well being is also protection of citizens from years of noise due to heavy Comments are noted. The NSE Wellbeing
construction, digging, dust, cranes, heavy vehicles breaking pavements in narrow Vision seeks to achieve an improved
streets and worrying about construction safety issues. Impact assessments should be neighbourhood environment recognising
made before every building project is started and not regarded as irrelevant even on the environmental challenges of Malta’s
large sites such as 'The Palms' in St Julians. Every construction site should have a urban areas.
deadline when the work is to be finished unlike 'Villa Anna Teresa' where neighbours
had to endure nearly 2 years of digging with no construction end in site. The 2050
year plan should start from now because now will be a reflection of the future.
Q2: Stop the excessive buildings without an environmental impact assessment. Stop Comments are noted. The NSE Wellbeing
building more roads to increase more cars. Increase buses and make them more Vision seeks to respect land take-up
reliable. Plant more and more trees. Our well being does not come from concrete but limitations and integrate nature into urban
from nature and open spaces.
areas.
Q3. The people should obviously be the essential stakeholders but the people cannot
do much if the decision makers do not have the environment at heart. Building a The NSE Wellbeing Vision recognises the
tunnel to Gozo when we have a good ferry system, building mega roads without fixing importance of a required shift in mind-set,
the potholes in the old roads and building more and more blocks without filling and and every role at every level, including
restoring the derelict old buildings is not the way forward. So in reality it is not the decision makers, is core to the realisation
people who are the essential stake holders. They can separate the rubbish, they can of the Wellbeing Vision. Comments will be
plant a tree, they can have a solar panel and they can buy an electric car. However if further considered in the upcoming NSE
you have an environment where trucks pollute, where there are hardly any bicycle and its supplementing action plans.
lanes, where building material from construction sites fill the rubbish sites, where
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Karyn Scerri
University of
Malta
15/09/2020

hunters throw lead bullets in the soil, then planting your little tree, reducing a small
amount of plastic and walking instead of using a car will not make much of a
difference. Many people have started to lose hope. So people have to see, in actions
not in words, that the decision makers really have the environment at heart.
Q4: I do not own a car. I walk to most places or else I take the bus or else I get a lift. Comments noted.
My target is to have an orchard to grow organic fruits. I have started doing this in a
small way and I germinate trees from seeds and then give the plants as presents to
encourage others to do the same. I intend to exchange seeds with other people. I do
not buy plastic water bottles as I have a water filter. I intend to decrease plastic to a
bare minimum. I want to take part in more cleaning the environment activities.
Q1: Mental and psychological wellbeing
Comment noted, mental health is integral to
the Wellbeing First Vision’s understanding
of environmental wellbeing.
Q2: There must be complete coordination between different gov sectors and agencies The NSE Wellbeing Vision recognises the
and they must hold each other accountable. If propositions from the government importance of a joined-up government and
manifesto do not align with ERA and PA's visions to safeguard people's well-being, a required shift in mind-set, at every role at
they must not be enacted simply for the sake of economic benefits or political every level as core to the realisation of the
statements. Case in point; Gozo tunnel. There must be an overarching agency that is Wellbeing Vision.
capable of stopping projects that severely impact people's well-being and cause
devastating impacts to the natural environment. Such large scale projects must be
scrutinized by academics and professionals to highlight not only the imminent
negative impacts such projects have on the current population, but also the
destruction the natural gozo environment will face in the coming years. Alternative
solutions to a tunnel exist and can be easily implemented. It is in the best interest of
the government and the agencies to stop projects that negatively impact people's
well-being, as they are the biggest stakeholder.
Q3. Academics
Comments noted. ERA will continue to
collaborate with these entities.
Q4: Through research
Comments noted.
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Mario Vella
15/09/2020

Q1: For me, wellbeing does nor mean status -quo. Wellbeing means the character that Comments noted and will be further
makes us Maltese ( such as typical building stone features, landscape features, considered in the development of the
watercourses where we, now adults, used to play and interact) is preserved.
Strategy and its Action Plans.
These features, even on local towns and hamlets level, must be protected and if
possible, bound to a national entity such as that found in the U.K., The National
Heritage. We must legislate , through local and central government, to protect whole
areas. The balance and indeed, the supersedence in favour of these quaint features
over the uncontrollable race towards the building frenzy and greed, must be adopted.
Q2: Mobilitize the administration/ legislative structures ( even new upcoming
politicians) to endorse and broker in favour of these cultural and holistic sentiments.
The whole issue of thinking “ We must do everything to give back what Mother Nature
gave us “ must be emphasised. We must understand the cycle and our basic needs ,
and what waste of natural resources means . Discipline, discipline,discipline. This
comes from small age and propels up to those who lead by example, especially on
the local media.

The NSE Wellbeing Vision recognises the
importance of a required shift in cultural
mind-set, citizen choices at every level and
in very role, and enables government to
lead by example. This is core to the
realisation of the Wellbeing Vision in the
upcoming NSE and its supplementing
action plans.
Q3. New politicians from all the political spectrum. This should be a universal/ unified Comments noted. ERA will continue to
approach. What is meant here is not the traditional politician who waits every 4/5 collaborate with these entities.
years to make contact with the citizen/ man in the street, but people who must spin
a web with every local committee, be it sport,band,church, etc. to bring forward these
ideas.
Q4: More information on how to plant trees for example; each council must dedicate Comment is being noted and will be taken
a space/ area where this can be achieved by the local citiziens. More upkeep of into consideration for the NSE and its
tidiness in the streets and areas urban/ rural . Local councils must set example of action plans. The NSE Wellbeing Vision
promoting voluntary collection of plastic waste and tree planting in designated areas. seeks
to
achieve
an
improved
neighbourhood environment recognising
the challenges of Malta’s urban areas:
noise levels, air quality, cleanliness,
greening, aesthetics, and access to open
spaces; and access to natural open
landscapes.
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Joseph Galea

Q1: Wellbeing means open spaces, green areas in village/town cores, cleanliness,
much less traffic, cultural heritage preserved not destroyed.

Caerus B&T Malta
16/09/2020

Q2:
1. Malta should opt for a Pyrolysis recycling plant to convert all waste into energy.
This will solve the issue of traditional recycling (which is a joke) and will make
Malta truly a 100% recycling country as Pyrolysis converts waste to syngas which
in turn is used to power generators to produce electricity and heat. And all this
without pollution as waste is not burnt due to lack of oxygen in the process. There
are working examples in Germany and other countries of such plants. Hopefully
the government wakes up and should look into such technology. Such a business
plan was presented to the government some time ago, but obviously it fell on
deaf ears. By the way, a Pyrolysis plant can be also a good business opportunity
as it produces electricity which can be sold to consumers or to the government,
therefore it has a good ROI. It is self-sufficient and not power-hungry like an
incinerator. moreover, there exists a pyrolysis plant to recover contaminated soil
like that in maghtab. Maghtab can be cleaned, regenerated and transformed into
a non-toxic park.
2. Any new construction especially in village and town cores should have the facade
designed by the government's architects, designed on the Maltese architecture,
complementing the surroundings and character and such practice should be
enforced to at least retain the little remaining Maltese character we have left.
3. The country should stop having an allergy to nature and especially trees.
Wherever it is possible we should have lands reclaimed and turned into parks,
trees and plants should be planted everywhere. For example all those abandoned
derelict sites such as White Rocks and Selmun, Riviera (Ghajn Tuffieha), why
aren't these places demolished and turned into parks with recreational facilities
instead of being left as eyesores? How do you want to promote 6-star hotels

Comment is being noted. The NSE
Wellbeing Vision seeks to achieve an
improved neighbourhood environment
recognising the challenges of Malta’s
urban areas: noise levels, air quality,
cleanliness, greening, aesthetics, and
access to open spaces; and access to
natural open landscapes.
Comments are noted and will be taken into
consideration in the development of the NSE
and its action plans.
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when everywhere around is one star? Towns/villages should be decorated with
nice and maintained pots with plants. Moreover, we should start promoting roof
gardens which are aesthetically beautiful and also there are systems which serve
as heat insulation too. Imagine looking from the Upper Barrakka and instead of
seeing all those ugly rooftops, you see green roof tops.
4. Environmental wardens should patrol the streets and the countryside to stop
illegal dumping, littering and also to signal damages to the environment, trees
which need attention or replacement (and not let them die as it happens in many
cases). More bins should be introduced in villages/towns, especially in squares,
near bus stops, and along roads.
5. Traffic. The government should move towards an efficient public transportation
like an underground system (though this takes long years to be built, but if we
start from somewhere, we will arrive one day). The second, third and beyond cars
registered in the same household should be heavily taxed. Parking meters should
be installed in most heavily congested places (excluding residents). TLZ (Traffic
limited zones or CVA's) should be introduced in most heavily affected areas with
traffic like Hamrun, etc; i.e. cars passing through Hamrun which are not resident
cars should pay a fine for passing through the town. This system exists in many
cities around Europe and works perfectly to reduce traffic and pollution in builtup areas and to preserve heritage places. Incentivise the use of public transport,
taxis, etc. Moreover, many streets should become single flow for traffic. A single
flow traffic system reduces the stress in built up areas, thus reducing air pollution
and noise pollution. We need to move to electric cars asap. We need to move to
reducing the amount of cars and not widening the roads to have more cars on
the roads. But obviously all governments are slaves of the car importers, like it is
a slave to the construction businessmen.
Q3. The government is the essential stakeholder. The government decides. The only
thing we need to have a fair and open government that listens and gives opportunity
to everyone not gives opportunity to friends of friends or to powerful people or
businesses. Otherwise you can be an essential stakeholder but if you don't have the
right government connection, you are worthless even if you present the best
opportunity.

The NSE Wellbeing Vision recognises the
importance of a required shift in cultural
mind-set, citizen choices at every level and
in very role, and enables government to
lead by example. This is core to the
realisation of the Wellbeing Vision in the
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upcoming NSE and its supplementing
action plans.

20

Joe Gerada &
Martina Farrugia
17/09/2020

Q4: I am making a difference by writing this report and giving my suggestions above
based on facts and not fantasies given my experience collaborating with foreign
companies in the field of waste management, domotics and energy. I can make a
difference by proposing a Pyrolysis business plan which we have drawn up in
collaboration with foreign stakeholders, as waste is the biggest problem in Malta. I
can share many ideas, but how much are the authorities willing to listen and
implement feasible suggestions? I find this report a good idea, but I am very sceptic
that anything will be ever done to improve the situation as long as the government is
enslaved by the businesses that control the island.
Q1: A cohesive society which works towards the goals of its community in a
sustainable and holistic way. The vision to implement policies which are focused on
the full participation of the people in civil and social life of the country, equality and
access to civil and social rights.

Comments noted.

The importance of social cohesion and a
bottom-up active participation which
recognises different community realities,
opportunities and strengths, is fully
endorsed by the NSE Wellbeing Vision. The
NSE Wellbeing Vision also recognises the
importance of a required shift in cultural
mind-set, citizen choices at every level and
in very role is core to the realisation of the
Wellbeing beyond GDP vision in the
upcoming NSE and its supplementing
action plans.
Q2:
Comments noted and are in line with the
• Contribute to the eradication of poverty especially child poverty which often Wellbeing First Vision. These points will be
leads to bad eating habits, low income, precarious employment and poor living taken into consideration in the development
conditions.
of the NSE and its action plans.
• Support the integration of groups in vulnerable situations who either because of
their civil status or social or health conditions are at risk of poverty and social
exclusion.
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•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Support a policy of sustainable economy where the generations of wealth is only
one factor to consider, while laying equally importance to the other factors
including the social, the environmental and the cultural factors.
Promote the importance of cleaner air by reducing the amount of cars on roads
by cross-collaborating with different entities to promote alternate ways of
working, especially for office workers.
Promote family activities which allow for more time in open spaces amongst
greenery.
Focus on creating open air green spaces in all towns and villages which can be
accessible by everyone.
Promote the idea of green zones in towns and villages to encourage better quality
of life and the community upkeep of environmentally focused areas.
Promote facilities that encourage people to walk or cycle in safety and comfort.
Encourage and empower the community to contribute and enjoy meaningful
participation to the wellbeing of the environment at grass-root levels.
Encourage schools to implement gardening sessions for students in order for
them to learn how to organically grow fruit and vegetables. This will promote less
food waste.
Encourage schools to focus on promoting healthy eating and healthy
consumption of food which directly effects the environment.
Target children and young people to understand their carbon footprint and how
best for them to reduce it.
Focus on companies and their carbon footprint and highlight the importance of
healthy mind-sets and practices at work.
Environmental schemes which are beneficial for everyone in particular schemes
that encourage investment in social enterprises
Empower families to take care of the environment by creating easy and feasible
information which can be accessed by everyone.
Focus on establishing strong cross-collaboration between all relevant sectors.
Make use of centres such as LEAP to target vulnerable groups who do not have
access to information online.
Create workshops for the community which will propel positive mindsets
towards change and a better quality of life.
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•

Assure that the environment is integrated into other national polices, strategies
and planning.

Q3. The people of the community are the most essential stakeholder, as the needs of
a society are paramount in this regard. How society adjusts to change to better their
wellbeing will allow for its monitoring on a larger scale, which will ultimately help
identify and evaluate the most important collective and individual needs of society.
The health of the community is directly affected by the environment it lives in, and
therefore, pollution and other environmental risks need to be taken into account
when understanding the wellbeing of a community. These have a direct effect on the
physical and intellectual growth, child development, allergies and respiratory
problems and illnesses such as cancer and heart disease. Therefore, paying attention
to environmental issues and the community, the focus will be on the planet and its
living things and the health of the community. Ultimately, when cross-collaboration
with the people of the community takes place, there will be a positive impact on the
environment, improving the lives of the people of the community and the
environment itself.

ERA agrees that community involvement
and ownership of the NSE Wellbeing Vision
is essential to environmental policy since it
determines how environmental policy is
adopted according to society profiles. The
selection of the NSE Wellbeing First
scenario was recognised through both the
MCDA exercise, and a citizen survey, which
was based on a representative sample
stratified according to age, gender, and
districts. The NSE process will continue to
pursue consultation in order to capture the
different societal profiles in the policy
development process. The NSE Wellbeing
Vision also recognises the importance of a
required shift in cultural mind-set, citizen
choices at every level and in very role, and
this is core to the realisation of the
Wellbeing beyond GDP vision in the
upcoming NSE and its supplementing
action plans.
Q4: Well-being issues cut across different policy domains, and in that regard, effective Comments noted. A holistic policy
action depends on an integrated and seamless approach to policy and programmes. framework and joined up government is one
Therefore, there needs to be thematic action groups of politicians and senior civil of the fundamental pillars of the Wellbeing
servants from different ministries that devise strategies, not in accordance with their First Vision.
strict and limited Ministry remits, but with the clear objectives to change, improve or
transform specific issues. Such an approach takes a holistic approach, it tends to
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Donna Borg
17/09/2020

minimize inefficiencies in policies that do not necessarily dove tail with each other, it
propels a speedy momentum for change as all drivers push in the same direction while
capitalizing on the best that each contributor has to offer. This calls for a new breed
of civil servants who are comfortable to work in the big picture, stimulate
collaboration and forge alliances, share resources and are driven by change and
objectives.
Q1: Well being is the outcome of a good quality of life - the enjoyment of rights, the
need to have a good environment and open public spaces, greenery, clean air, access
to basic services, education..
Q2: increased open public spaces, less buildings - avoid concentration of high
buildings in villages especially narrow roads - many people cannot enjoy light any
more, there is no country side or enough parks in villages, pollution especially from
the road, cultural change to keep the environment clean, adopt policies such as for
better waste management (put waste bins in pavements), more enforcement to
ensure a cleaner environment, enforcement on construction, access to education cleaner and better schools, more space to play, digital education (with covid this is
crucial - equal access is important there should not be a difference between state and
private schools) and digital access to all (wifi across villages for all even in streets
which is powerful so that no one is left behind). Smart equipment on the streets such
as lighting, smart benches, less car use - more pedestrianisation in villages
Q3. the whole of Malta and Gozo - cultural change is crucial - Government however
needs to ensure a consistent message across all sectors and avoid making populist
moves to address concerns of some groups - good governance - local councils can
help, give them more powers including full time jobs and financial resources - let's
focus on smart cities and smart urban and rural areas - local councils can lead this with
good capacity and people.

Comments noted and are in line with the
Wellbeing First Vision.
Comments noted and are in line with the
Wellbeing First Vision.

The NSE Wellbeing Vision recognises the
importance of a required shift in cultural
mind-set, citizen choices at every level and
in very role, and this is core to the
realisation of the Wellbeing beyond GDP
vision in the upcoming NSE and its
supplementing action plans.
Q4: having my voice heard by participating in campaigns against litter, clean ups, Comments noted.
forward suggestions to local council; lead by example in waste separation, walk more
and lesser use of car, buy bio, buy local, no plastic (example invest in RO/filtered
water); support solar farms etc..
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Dr John M Cachia
Office of the
Commissioner for
Mental Health
18/09/2020

Q1: Without any doubt we would like mental health to feature much more
prominently. Although overall we agree with the vision espoused in this document,
we feel that mental health has not been given the due consideration it deserves when
launching a holistic vision for national wellbeing. Infact, reference to mental health
only appears sketchily
(1) in the description of the “Wellbeing First” Scenario Narrative in Annex IV (page 44)
in relation to a reduction in health care costs from a cleaner environment;
(2) at the end of Annex IV when describing the “Me First” scenario (page 50) almost
as an afterthought, and
(3) in a figure capturing citizens’ satisfaction with Malta’s environment in Annex V
(page 52), the meaning of which is not really clear.
Mental health is indeed one of the most important components of wellbeing and
should feature much more prominently in the vision and subsequent national strategy
for the environment.
Following are some examples where mental health could be addressed:
In listing the key environmental challenges (Table 1, pg 11), under the theme of
“Safeguarding environmental quality (environment and well-being)” we would like to
see a reference to the impact of limited access to open space or safe environments
on mental health and wellbeing, and not just limit it to physical activity. With respect
to the theme “Our Neighbourhood Environment” (pg 12), in addition we would add
the effect of urbanisation on physical and mental health and wellbeing.
In the list of external driving forces (megatrends) (pg 15) under the theme “Ferocious
consumption” we would like to see mentioned the consequences that such an
affluence scenario would entail in terms of overconsumption and lifestyle changes
with an impact on a number of health conditions such as obesity, cardiovascular
diseases, arthritis, diabetes etc; as well as stress and mental health consequences.
Likewise, for “Technology rush and digital transformation”, in addition to
environmental implications, we would like to see a reference to resulting stress and
mental health problems as well as the possible negative effect on social relationships
and hence to a reduction in overall wellbeing. With respect to “environmental
degradation”, the effect that this has on overall mental health and wellbeing is limited
to a utility/economic function.

The NSE Wellbeing Vision recognises that
securing mental health, and physical
health are integral to access to a natural
and urban environment conducive to
healthy lifestyles. In this regard, ERA
welcomes comments from Office of the
Commissioner for Mental Health.
Reference to mental health has been
added accordingly. The ongoing NSE
process and supporting action plans are
committed to pursue healthy and quality
natural and urban living spaces.
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In the listing of critical drivers and environmental thematic areas (pages 15-16), we
miss seeing “the social environment” and “living environments”. In other words,
exploring lifestyles and relationships, social inclusion, cohesion and solidarity,
vulnerable groups, poverty and social exclusion. These environments must be
included in the analysis if a focus that goes beyond GDP is to be truly pursued.
Population physical and mental health and wellbeing should feature in the description
of the Wellbeing First scenario narrative (Figure 14, page 23)
Annex V (page 51) provides a definition of “environment”. We find this definition
lacks the inclusion of the social environment. We feel strongly about this as the social
environment (threatening or enabling) is very important in a person’s overall mental
health and wellbeing.
PLEASE NOTE - We find that the main questions asked during the citizen survey were
very leading questions.
Q2: Once again we would like to see a stated commitment to focusing on population
mental health and wellbeing in the spirit of mental health in all policies.
Regarding strategic principles to achieve the Wellbeing Vision (pg 33), we would like
to see a “Healthy Social and Living Environment” as one of the principles (refer to our
previous comment under Question No 1).
We also suggest adding another strategic principle to the list – Capacity ie creating
the human resource capacity to work in the environmental sector, creation of new
jobs and work opportunities in the environment sector.

A ‘Healthy Social and Living Environment’
can be a considered more of a target to
work towards and since the National
Strategy for the Environment focuses on
addressing
environmental challenges,
such a target would very aptly blend with a
target focusing on improving our
neighbourhood environment.

Furthermore, it is recognised that social
cohesion and solidarity, as an encompassing
strategic principle, is crucial for taking this
Vision forward and has been added
accordingly.
Q3. The Office of the Commissioner for Mental Health. We regret that we were not This regretful oversight has been noted,
included in the list of stakeholders contributing to the process (Annex III, pages 41 – and the Office of the Commissioner for
42).
Mental Health has been included in the
NSE stakeholder list for upcoming
collaboration and consultations.
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John Camilleri
19/09/2020

24

Simon Ellul
20/09/2020

Q4: The Office of the Commissioner for Mental Health will provide any assistance In spirit with the identified need for a
within its capacity to ensure that mental health and wellbeing play a prominent role national joined up policy and government
in the National Environmental Strategy.
approach, ERA looks forward to ongoing
collaboration with the Commissioner for
Mental Health, and all stakeholders at
large.
Q1: Much bla bla bla bla. and all we are seeing is an ever unhealthy environment, Comments noted and are in line with the
never in Malta we saw so much construction, so much dust, so much pollution, so Wellbeing First Vision.
much disregard to our environment, so much traffic, so much disrespect to the
wellbeing of the Maltese public.
Q2: Be serious, and don't waste time in strategies and shelfing of documents. Act!
Comments noted.
Q3. A disciplined entity that can make a difference, can be an essential stakeholder,
but we have none.
Q4: Possibly the revoking and removal of many entities like ERA, as since it is making
no difference, at least we will save some tax payer's money.
Q1: Our environment, open spaces and green spaces in our cities would be beneficial,
especially in highly populated towns/cities.

Comments noted.
Comments noted.

Comments noted. The Wellbeing First Vision
seeks to increase the integration of nature in
urban areas.
Q2: Secure that we will not continue to destroy the few green spaces still available in Comments noted. The Wellbeing First Vision
urban spaces, such as Fgura, where there isn't any public gardens, only squares may seeks to increase the integration of nature in
be found with few or no trees!
urban areas.
Q3. The main stakeholder is the Government as he should see that every Comments noted. ERA will continue to
town/city/village should have at least one or two (maybe more) public gardens, if collaborate with these entities.
possible, he should purchase old houses to be converted into open spaces as not to
be converted into more buildings. This should not only serve as help for better
breathing air, but also to avoid mental issues in the future... We have towns/cities
with ONLY buildings and concrete visible.... is this healthy?
Q4: It should be highly encouraged that each house and if possible every house newly Comments noted and will be taken into
built and already existing, should have a GARDEN and a WATER WELL included. This consideration in the drafting of the NSE and
would highly contribute to our environment apart from our breathing air. This was its action plans.
done during the building of Valletta, more than 450 years ago, so it shouldn't be a
problem now, with all the modern technology we have today!
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Hope that our thoughts will not fall on deaf ears!

Q2: water capture from storms, Energy Storage should be considered from 2025
onwards (solid state battery's are close and they have twice the energy density of the
current batteries), new schemes for solar panels (people who have bought PV panels
10 years ago, should be offered a higher grant to sell their current system to the
government in order for them to upgrade and the government takes the older system
and installs it on its buildings), new building developments should have renewable
energy source before being able to sell/rent, businesses should have their building
running more efficient(grants on ev's should be more appealing), Classic Cars
shouldn't be on the road during the working week, At least 100 Ev chargers should be
placed per 1500 new EV's (EV infrastructure is a nightmare) could be covered by a
'tent' with PV panels on top, nature wardens in busy green areas with fines to anyone
who leaves trash or damages the area, Changing street lights with less power hungry
LED's that could be powered by a relatively small PV panel (especially in towns), an
off shore wind turbine farm, underground water tunnels should have a dam and
possibly developed in hydro electric power generation, the plan should follow on
Singapore's strategy for waste, water and wellbeing.
Q3. The goverment (joint between ministrys) as each has a different role to play and
they can't be operating on their own in their own vision it should be a collective
venture.

Comments noted and will be taken into
consideration in the drafting of the NSE and
its action plans.

Comments noted. A holistic policy
framework and joined up government is one
of the fundamental pillars of the Wellbeing
First Vision.
Q4: If it's financially possible I would buy an EV in the future and get my house as self Comments noted.
sufficiently as possible. What would effect my welbeing is the environment that I live
in, the cleanliness, the reduced excessive light pollution, the cleaner less suffocating
air, the open areas, and an actual plan for change in mentality.
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COMMENTS RECEIVED AFTER DEADLINE

Ref No.

Name of
Stakeholder / Date

Comments Received
Q1: The planting of trees shouldn't be completely focused on indigenous trees only, research should be done on which
trees could absorb/purify the highest ammounts of CO2, and the watering of sapplings needs to be tackled seriously as
it's completely useless planting 500 sapplings and within a year more then half die due to lack of nutrients. Another
suggestion is that once in a working week, employees should work from home it should become a law, we could
pottentially reduce a fifth of the current transportation C02 levels.

Carlston Saliba
1

22/09/2020

Q2: water capture from storms, Energy Storage should be considered from 2025 onwards (solid state battery's are close
and they have twice the energy density of the current batteries), new schemes for solar panels (people who have bought
PV panels 10 years ago, should be offered a higher grant to sell their current system to the government in order for them
to upgrade and the government takes the older system and installs it on its buildings), new building developments should
have renewable energy source before being able to sell/rent, businesses should have their building running more
efficient(grants on ev's should be more appealing), Classic Cars shouldn't be on the road during the working week, At least
100 Ev chargers should be placed per 1500 new EV's (EV infrastructure is a nightmare) could be covered by a 'tent' with
PV panels on top, nature wardens in busy green areas with fines to anyone who leaves trash or damages the area, Changing
street lights with less power hungry LED's that could be powered by a relatively small PV panel (especially in towns), an
off shore wind turbine farm, underground water tunnels should have a dam and possibly developed in hydro electric
power generation, the plan should follow on Singapore's strategy for waste, water and wellbeing.
Q3. The goverment (joint between ministrys) as each has a different role to play and they can't be operating on their own
in their own vision it should be a collective venture.
Q4: If it's financially possible I would buy an EV in the future and get my house as self sufficiently as possible. What would
effect my welbeing is the environment that I live in, the cleanliness, the reduced excessive light pollution, the cleaner less
suffocating air, the open areas, and an actual plan for change in mentality.
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Sandra Abela

2

Foundation for
Social Welfare
Services
24/09/2020

This document should look at:
 Clean Air; a policy that seeks to remove fossil fuel that should therefore address novel transportation modes,
introduction of shaded foothpaths and drinking facilities; bike lanes; good tarmac for bikes; movement towards ecars
and ebikes, planting of trees (to clean the air from CO2), Metros, etc.
 Parks; Parks and public spaces that are free. These promote communal gatherings which are known to affect wellbeing.
If we take Covid-19 situation, people went crazy because they could not meet. Having adequate spaces whereby
families can spend quality time together and feel safe within our country will have a positive impact on our families’
we being. Unfortunately these places are so sparse, that the few there are, are often over crowded. The idea of GOOD
out door gyms and foot tracks would also be a good initiative.
 Work and education – The tension that usually emanates from exagerated work loads, definitely affects the wellbeing
of individuals and families. We should aim towards practices that help the people lead balanced lives.
 Health and Food – Policies that support the education on healthy lifestyles and also other supportive structures to help
local produce reach even better standards and have an advantageous position in the market. Incorporating healthy
lifesyle messages within programmes and initiatives targeting youths is essential in promoting healthier alternatives
within our society. The latter would also contribute to reducing the risks of early onset of addictions amongst younger
populations, given that it is a known fact that one of the causes of addictive behaviours stem from lack of healthy
alternatives available within society. Better accessibility to healthy recreational and sports facilities may definitely help
in this sense.
 Environmental strategy has to constantly be linked to the community, as sustainable environment and social realities
effect each other. Practices of community-based governance on both local and national level as a bottom up
approaches to environmental issues are encouraged. Genuine collaboration enables the sharing of environmental
protection and sustainability responsibilities by involving citizens in taking decisions on matters that affect their
environmental concerns and community well-being As per community development principles, it is recommended to
secure on the environment agenda the need of having a stable Community Based Environment Education that is
relevant to community life. Environment education is a significant tool to bring the desired change envisioned for
Malta’s environment. Education develops skills and critical thinking while stimulates individual and collective action.
Further feedback:
 The consultation is an important step forward to ensure that our wellbeing as a country is taken care of.
 FSWS would like to stress on the importance of the theme ‘Dignity’ in view of the impact this has on those persons who
become homeless. Homelessness directly impacts the individual’s dignity, hence the well-being in general.
Homelessness directly impacts one’s dignity since it is the lack of accessibiility to a basic need. FSWS is contributing in
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Paul Debono
3
24/09/2020

the coordination and is tackling the issue of homelessness amongst its service users. Together with others FSWS is at
the forefront to mitigate this problem.
 During the pandemic FSWS has been offering the service of a testing shelter so that any individual seeking shelter
would spend a day or more until swab test result is available prior to entering any homeless shelter. FSWS has also
been at the forefront with it professionals to assist service users when and where necessary. There is also, however,
a minority of service users who would not fit or are somehow not eligible to access existent NGO homeless shelters. In
particular one may pinpoint service users who would have substance misuse difficulties. The dignity of these individuals
during such a delicate transitory period in their life may be somehow enhanced through the setting up of more night
shelters, aimed primarily at offering very short-term shelter, meal and shower facitlities in order to avoid having
roofless situations.
The construction industry should cease operations on saturdays and sundays, to give a break in noises.
The equipment used by the construction industry, should be regularly inspected against exessive noises and strict working
hours established.
Mobile take away food kiosks, often make use of noisy electric motor generators.These kind of generators should be
subject to excessive noise levels testing.
The sale of heavy machinary of any kind , especially, carpentry machines, should be sold, subject to a licence, and
restrictions as to where they must be installed , used, and by whom to be operated .
Non industrial , home garages, should be used only for parking vechiles, and, if used for other purposes, all windows, doors
or other outlets, should be kept closed , together with adequate sound proofing .
Some industrial zones are too close to residential areas. Indeed, there are even small industries, operating from garages
in residential areas. There should be a demarkation zone zone between an industrial and residential zone.
There are EU and international directives on the control of low flying aircraft noises, especially , during the night. Malta
International airport. should instruct pilots accordingly, when flying low over Luqa, Zebbug, H Attard, and Mosta. These
directives, are not being enforced by MIA

General comments
The Planning Authority welcomes the opportunity to provide feedback to document entitled ‘Wellbeing first A vision for
Malta’s Environment. National Strategy for the Environment for 2050’. The feedback provides the perspective of another
national statutory body entrusted with planning for and regulating the use of land and sea in a sustainable manner and
Planning Authority includes overall general comments on the document as well as submissions to the four consultation questions.
In the opinion of the PA, this is a good, well presented and appealing document. The wide-ranging consultation and the
05/10/2020
citizen survey add to the contribution towards validating the various approaches adopted by the document. Whilst there
is a general agreement with the overall thrust presented, the PA would like to take this opportunity to share its views with
the aim at supporting and strengthening the final strategic document and the proposed 10-year action plans.
Michelle Borg

4
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The PA understands that the National Strategy for the Environment will encompass all aspects that constitute the
environment, as defined by the Environment Protection Act of 2016. Given that the definition includes the landscape and
its features, a question is raised as to why there is no reference to landscape in the vision statement. Since the European
Landscape Convention defines landscape as ‘an area, as perceived by people, whose character is the result of the action
and interaction of natural and/or human factors’ this brings on board the intimate links between the natural environment
and the human interaction with it over time. The inter-relationships with the landscape and also cultural heritage
protection then come to the fore, as well as the role of the landscape in supporting and promoting well-being on an
individual, local and strategic levels. In this regard, it is suggested that a clear definition of the term ‘environment’ and the
thematic scope of the NES (whether it will address landscape and the extent to which the links with cultural heritage) is
clearly indicated to help the reader better appreciate and peruse the valuable work that has been done.
The proposed Vision seems to be in line with the EU country recommendation reports of 2019 for Malta, both thematically
where said document identifies need for action on waste management, air quality and protection of habitats and species
of EU interest, and other areas such as water management and land use; as well as administratively with respect to
governance and the transition to a greener economy. The consultation document also builds on the findings of the 2018
State of the Environment Report.
However, whilst possibly meeting all the components aimed at promoting a more nurturing approach to long term
environmental action from a very high level, global and European perspective, and the related international,
Mediterranean and EU Commitments, there is scope to focus the proposed national strategy more on the underlying
geographical (small archipelago in the Central Mediterranean) and socio-cultural context (small island state, with over
7000 years of history of human intervention influenced by constant cultural mix, member of the European Union and
currently having one of the highest population densities at a global level), of the Maltese Islands that underpin the status
of our environmental quality and the decisions the resident population takes (at individual and national level) which
directly and indirectly affect that same quality.
In addition, the geophysical context places Malta in a situation where action for climate adaptation should be a priority in
view of predicted impacts in the Mediterranean, on islands and coastal areas. Yet the proposed vision does not address
climate adaptation. The PA believes that the NES vision could at least reflect the interconnectivity between action for
climate adaptation (which ultimately relies on having healthy and functioning natural processes and systems) and
environmental protection, at this strategic level. This may help define integrated actions and measures in the projected
detailed plans for the NES and parallel climate strategies, that would support more efficient and effective human and
financial resources at all levels addressing the same territory.
Another example linked to addressing the existing national context is linked to the approach and value given to property
ownership and management, including land. These are deemed to be key drivers which underpin many of the issues
associated with agriculture, real estate and spatial development realities in Malta.
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The need for stronger governance for policy implementation is supported and this underscores the above example calling
for the need to have more policy integration. Synergies in existing and planned policy instruments focusing on
implementation and removal of conflicting policies is supported as are the call for an ecosystem-based approach to policy
making.
In addition to the synergistic roles at strategic level between climate action and sustainable development for
environmental stewardship as envisaged in the consultation document, the PA is of the opinion that the vision may benefit
from considering the implications of severe one-off events both natural (e.g. earthquakes, tsunamis, nearby severe
volcanic eruptions) and anthropogenic (e.g. pollution events), within the context of a thirty year strategy and as addressed
by national contingency plans. These extreme events, acknowledged also in the SOER 2018 as having a role, tend to disrupt
landscapes, ecosystems, cultures and economies.
From a generic point of view, one cannot but mention the medium- and long-term implications of the current Covid-19
pandemic and the response Malta will take to steer its policy direction and action in line with the proposed Vision. As the
early days of lockdown illustrated the direct link between current practices and scale of human activities and
environmental quality and demonstrated human resilience in finding alternative means to maintain a sense of normality
to urban daily life, an opportunity exists to factor in the lessons learnt to assist in understanding which practices may merit
further attention and could potentially be improved in support of a functioning society.

Q1
From an environmental perspective, at the individual level this can be translated into:

 having the opportunity to a healthy life from childhood to old age in dignity, regardless of income and
place of residence;
 living in affordable accommodation that is safe, free from any form of pollution (noise; air; water), is
energy efficient, with adequate space to support individual action towards resources management
(including water, energy and waste), and having daily needs accessible within safe and pleasant walking
distance;
 having access to education to enable individuals to make their own choices and a decent job to support
themselves and their family; environmental impairments to access education and employment (air
pollution; noise pollution) are avoided;
 having access to easily understood information about the Malta’s state of the environment to
understand what potential choices can be done at an individual level to reach this vision;
 having the assurance that all regulatory bodies are actively empowered and engaged in delivering their
statutory functions.
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At a national level:
 ensuring that environmental costs are internalised and having the polluter pays principle applied in an
equitable manner;
 ensuring a stewardship approach to national resources from all sectors and levels of society, that guides
socio economic development within the identified natural carrying capacity of the archipelago;
 having the long-term assurance that Malta is a climate resilient country where natural resource
management is inherently contributing to climate adaptation
 having a common understanding that environmental quality will influence and is influenced by our own
well-being.
The current legal and administrative framework has the prerequisites to support a governance framework for
wellbeing.
Q2
The most important actions in the short term would be to improve governance to deliver the already approved plans and
policies related to thematic environmental areas and the green economy, coupled with a constant drive to deliver on the
already agreed targets and perform the required consistent compliance and enforcement to drive the elusive and long
awaited cultural change.
The next proposed action would be to have a better understanding of the wider legal and regulatory processes outside of
the environmental sector that are hindering or not enabling implementation of approved environmental plans, policies
and objectives, to determine what realistic and tangible action plans can be developed in the NES to shift towards a better
appreciation of working within and with our natural capital where nature based solutions become the norm.
In parallel, a clear picture of the current and long-term demographic profile of the country is necessary to understand the
challenges brought by a rapid increase in population from different countries and cultures, develop actions that are based
on human dignity and determine what public engagement strategies would be necessary to gain public support for the
NES.
Consider more focus on risk assessment, preparedness and contingency planning and response to environmental risks
coupled with a stronger operation framework for environmental liability with a corresponding human resource
complement.
Undertake the necessary shift from a report and documented approach to environment protection to one where
knowledge and guidance on environmental action is widely accessible and available in a format and language that
empowers citizens, the private sector and government entities to translate it into effective environmental mainstreaming
that delivers the agreed vision.
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Q3
Cross sectoral buy in and commitment at political level is inherent to a successful national strategy.

Q4
The Planning Authority’s statutory functions place it at the forefront as a key stakeholder that will influence the ultimate
achievement of the proposed NES Vision. The SPED Vision in 2015 foresaw the Maltese Islands improving their quality of
life and wellbeing, particularly for vulnerable groups, improving environmental awareness of their people; moving closer
to a low-carbon, zero-waste, green economy; halting the decline of their biodiversity, improving the quality of their water
resources and using space sustainably. The overarching SPED vision reflects the adopted statutory plans and policy reviews
available at the time the SPED was being prepared. It also emphasises the role that spatial planning has as a policy and
regulatory instrument for sustainable resources management at a national level, which like any other instrument, if used
wisely can support the required long-term perspective required to deliver the proposed NES vision.
Streamlined strategic policy direction between spatial planning and environment protection should assist streamlined
action at the different policy hierarchical levels, and administrative procedures. The fact that the DPA 2016 requires ERA
representatives on the Executive Council and Planning Board, in addition to ERA being a statutory consultee is already a
step in the right direction from an administrative point of view.
The actions that the PA is undertaking or could promote further address different functions as follows:
Policy-making:

 improve the uptake of Ecosystems Based Approach (EBA) and consideration of ecosystems services at
the earliest stages of policy development;
 introduce planning policies to support nature-based solutions;
 Enhance networking with key stakeholders e.g. Kamra tal-Periti; MDA; eNGOs; and with government
entities including ERA, to promote role of spatial planning and enhance policy implementation in support
of this vision;
 Improve policy monitoring function for timely interventions where policies/decisions are considered to
stray from approved national strategy.
Administrative:
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 training of staff on environmental, climate and sustainable development mainstreaming in spatial
planning including nature-based solutions and ecosystems-based approach (not only in maritime spatial
planning);
 undertake refresher courses and training in holistic approach of spatial planning;
 Compliance and enforcement: support a better coordinated approach to compliance & enforcement
between various relevant entities.
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